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Orientation Committee
Co-Chairman Selected

By Amy Sleeper
On Tuesday, February 19, Janet
Canepa and Gerald Sargent assumed the role of Charimen for Orientation '80. Dean Samway of Universities Activites made the decision in
which she exclaimed, "It was not
easy, and it gets more difficult every
year. The Interest increases."
There were 30 applicants this year
who were described as, "enthusiastic and super." All those who wished to apply had to hand in an application along with their recommendations from university personnel. Then
Mrs. Samway circulates the list of
candidates around campus in hopes
of getting some more information on
the applicants. Mrs. Samway added,
"The R.A.'s are very helpful." Finally
the most important part of the decision is the interview.
When asked what she based her
decision on Samway replied, "I
chose two people that I felt would
work well together. The feedback I
get from those who know the candidates helps alot too and most importantly I go on a gut feeling."
Jerry Sargent and Janet Canepa
had their first of many meetings with
Mrs. Samway last Wednesday. Mrs.
Samway stated, "They're just starting out, now is the time they become

familar with the job."
Sargent is a Biology major. He is
'Head Guard at the university pool
and a member of the Glee Club.
Canepa is a Marketing major. Her activities include: Tour Guide for Admissions and Intramural sports. Both
are very involved and have many
ideals concerning Orientation.
There are 33 positions open to
sub-chairmen who the co-chairmen
select themselves. "These chairmen
will be chosen from the class of '82
based on our experiences with people who we know can be trusted to
do a responsible job," commented
Sargent. Canepa added, "Neither of
us knew each other before so we
should be able to draw Chairmen
from all aspects of campus life.
Sargent remaked, "The people
selected must be willing to work
hard. They will have total responsibility for their committee. In about
two weeks from now after the 33
chairmen are chosen, we will be in
the Campus Center for committee
staff sign-ups."
There will be some changes based
on what happened last year. "Again,
there will be no alcohol at university
sponsored events. This worked well
last year, no one felt excluded, "Mrs.
Samway commented. Another new

idea that worked well last year was
the Orientation Assistants who are
chosen by Mrs. Samway. "These 55
juniors and seniors act as Big
Brothers and Big Sisters. The purpose of the program is to give new
freshman more individualized attention in a now threatening peer group
situation, "said Samway. "This
makes for a total of 260 people working for Orientation in some
capacity."
IN closing, Mrs. Samway expresses her enthusiasm for this
year's Orientations, "I'm looking forward to working with Janet and Jerry.
The Class of '82 is an outstanding
group to work with."

Janet Canepa and Gerald Sargent chosen Co-Chairmen.
(Photo by Patty Lanza)

General Haig To Address
1980 Graduates
By Janet O'Connor
Alexander Haig, former Secretary
of Defense under Richard Nixon will
be the quest speaker for commencement exercises this spring.
Lisa Craig, who is a co-chairman
of the Committee for Commencement, along with John J. Smith and
Ken Donovan said that Father Kelly
is primarily responsible for choosing
the guest speaker. However, the
Committee, is now in the process of
writing all seniors a letter asking
them to submit as speech from

which one will be chosen to be
delivered on graduation day. Lisa
detailed this process as one of
elimination according to the written
merits of each speech. Once a group
of finalists speeches are chosen the
committee will ask the writers to
deliver them before the committee.
This presentation will form the basis
for the Committee's decision on
which speech will be heard on the
day of commencement..
The student run committee serves
as an advisory board only and offers
suggestions to Father Kelly regar-

ding particular graduation proceedures. Lisa has found the faculty
and administration very receptive to
her committee's suggestions.
Among these ideas are a plan to
house commuters who are within 15
minutes of compus in campus housing dwing senior week and offering
preferred seating for parents on
graduation day. Working with Lisa
and her co-chariman on the committee are: Greg Martin, Deborah
Hilgers, Heidi Keefe, Jane Wagner,
Kathy Schmidt, Loretta Lyon and
Peggy Brogan.

Dorm Damages Decrease
Co-Ed Dorms Cited
Richard Marano, Rosalyn Carter and Gov. Ella Grasso at CarterMondale Dinner.

Young Dems
Plan Event
. By Samuel L. Coury
The University Young Democrats
offer a full slate of political activities
this semester to the students of the
university. The club presents opportunities to do volunteer work for the
three leading Democratic presidential hopefuls, President Jimmy
Carter, Senator Edward "Ted" Kennedy, and California Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
The club is sponsoring a voter
registration drive on Friday,
February 29. All are invited to
register with a party and participate
in the- state primaries and the national elections. The registration is
tentatively scheduled to take place in
the Campus Center.
The Young Dems are currently
planning to work in conjunction with
the F2.',r?ifi|d Young Democrats in
sponsoring a Robert t. KSSSSdY
Memorial Banquet, now scheduled
for May 16.
Recently, representatives of the
Young Dems attended the first organizational meeting of the Brown

for President Committee in Connecticut. They met with Colleen Crossland, a representative from the
Brown for President National Headquaters, located in Boston, to
discuss Brown's campaign in Ct.
'The Young Dems will send representatives to the Northeast College
Democrats Convention on March 14
and 15 at the Fordham University
Rose Hill Campus. Addressing this
convention will be prominent
Democratic Party politicians. Among
the activities will be seminars,
.strategy sessions.
On February 15, The Young Dems
sent president Richard Marano to the
Carter-Mondale 1980 Dinner at the
University of Bridgeport to meet with
First Lady Rosalynn Carter. Mrs
Carter reiterated the latest announcements from her husband's office: that there would be no draft and
that the registration was only in the
interests of national security; that
every action was being taken to effect the safe release of the Americans held in Iran.

By Philip McGinty
A recent set of statistics concerning dormitory damages which occurred between September 1 and November 5, 1979 indicates a substantial decrease in damages compared
to that same time period in 1978. A
total of $5,027.84 in dorm damages
from the fall of 1978 was reduced to
$3,562.96 in the fall of 1979.
Although the decrease may not

seem greatly significant, Phyllis
Rogge, Director of Student Residences, explained, "Due to inflation,
damages of $3,500 in 1979 may only
have been $2,500 in 1978."
Where the damage in four of the
eight dorms on campus remained
the same or went down, the damage
in the remaining four increased. Gonzaga, Fareast, Southeast and especially Regis experienced a reduc-

tion in damage fees, yet damage expenses in Loyola, Northwest, Julie
Hall and particularly Campion rose.
The most drastic changes in dorm
damage rates took place in Regis
and Campion, the buildings which
turned co-ed at the beginning of the
1979-1980 academic year. Regis,
whose bill for the fall of 1978 was
$2,853-20, managed to hold down
Continued On Page 3

Tonv DeFilliDis Laurie Choshire-Sal Candido, Kathie Fitzpatrick, and Rick Lawless in a scene from "Jacque'
BrelI Is Alive And Well And living In PafiS" Currently running at the Playhouse now through Saturday T' ,*et
prices are $3.00 general, $2.00 for students and senior 6.t.ZSns- AM seats are reserved, BYOB, and set- ^s are
available.
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The Week In Review
By Stephen Banbury

MORE THAN 2600 American Catholics have
signed a statement protesting the Vatican's
censure of liberal theologians and priests, the
Independent Catholic Advocates for Equality
said yeaterday. The statement tilted, "Even the
Stones Will Cry Out," said "it is with anger and
great sadness that we speak out to protest a
new pattern of intimidation which is appearing
in our church."
The statement singled out the censure of the
Reverend Hans Kung, and the silencing of a
Washington D.C. Jesuit activist, the Reverend
William Callahan.

IRANIAN MILITANTS reaffirmed a demand
for the return of the deposed shah and his
wealth, dismissing as "foolish expectation"
any hopes that their American hostages could
be freed if their terms were not met. This latest
reminder raised new questions about whether
an inquiry by a UN commission which recently
arrived in Iran, would lead to the hostages'
release. Iranian Foreign Minister Ghotbzadeh
insisted that there was not any link between the
inquiry and the hostages' fate.

*

*

*

#

U.S. ALLIES remain reluctant to join in on an
Olympics boycott. Only Britain emerged as a
firm supporter of the boycott of the Moscow
games, Secretary of State Vance indicated
after arriving in London recently. He just completed a tour that took him to Paris, Bonn and
Rome. While there was general agreement on
the nature of the Soviet threat, Vance pointed
out that, "there are differencesiof opinion" on
how to counter the Kremlin move. He added, "I
was seeking a coordinated response, not that
everybody has to agree with the U.S."

*

*

#

*

*

*

*

*

'

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*
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*

LOANS TO TURKEY totaling about $223 million were approved for this NATO country, by
the International Monetary Fund. The assistance is desperately needed there, Turkey being harder hit than most by higher oil prices and
domestic unrest. IMF sources said additional
loans may be approved next month at a Paris
conference.

*

*

*

OPPONONTS OF AID to Nicaragua said that
they will use a closed House session to present
CIA evidence of Cuban influence on the Central
American nation. Supporters of the $75 million
in assistance called the session a delaying tatic

*

YUGOSLAV PRESIDENT Tito issued a statement from his hospital bed calling on Carter,
Brezhnev and other world leaders to maintain
detente. The 87 year old Tito remained in
"grave" condition, doctors have reported.

COMET FANS protest Carter's decision to
reject a NASA plan to send a spacecraft past
the famed Halley's comet in 1985 and a later
rendezvous with a second comet. Congress
has received heavy mail in support of restoring
this project but Congress rarely forces a
science mission on the Executive Branch.

*

*

ITALY'SRULING Christian Democrats ended their annual party caucus by ruling out an
alliance with the Communists. The position
could mean that Francesco Cossiga's minority
government will fall from the loss of Socialist
support. The Socialists, on the other hand,
have insisted on Communist participation.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA has been hit by
several fierce storms causing dams to overflow
and levees to burst. The waters overwhelmed a
hotel and shopping district in San Diego and
drove thousands of people from the resort
region of Palm Springs. About 100 National
Guardsmen have been flown in to prevent
looting.

*

*

EGYPT WILL receive advanced U.S. arms
under an aid package being worked out in
Cairo. This is according to a recent statement
made by the Egyptian Defense Minister. He
was quoted as having said that Washington's
new policy would enable Egypt to acquire certain military jets and the M-60a3 tank.

ANALYSTS FIND that the all-important consumer is less heavily burdened with home
heating bills than they has assumed. Heating
oil use last month fell 16% from a year ago;
warmer than usual weather was the biggest
reason. Economists figure smaller than expected heating bills gives the consumer more
freedom to spend elsewhere. Lack of heavy
snow allows people to get out and shop. Result:
The economy starts the year with suprising
strength.

*

*

SOVIET PREMIER Kosygin chose his 76th
birthday to make his first public appearance in
four months. In a televised speech, he lamented the "growth of militarism" in the U.S. and
said that the Kremlin remains committed to
detente.

A "WINDFALL" tax on oil compancies that
will cut taxes for millions of taxpayers has been
just about completed by conferees. The bill
turns out to raise less money than the President had anticipated thus spreading the burden
differently, but Carter says he'll sign it. The levy
will start March 1 with a revenue target of
$227.3 billion set.

*

*

SOVIET REVERSES in Afghanistan were reported by Carter Administration officials, they
said that the Moscow's efforts to control the
country has resulted in a rout and that up to
400,000 more Soviet troops would probably be
needed to crush the rebels.

AS THE CURRENT moratorium eases, Federal regulators may begin relenting this week,
by letting the TVA start low power tests at a
new reactor in Tennessee. It will be the first
new operating permit to be issued since the
Three Mile Island accident last spring.

*

*

AN ANTI-SOVIET protest by Afghans closed
nearly all businesses in Kabul last week. The
action by merchants was in response to leaflets in which Afghanistan's anti-Communist
rebels urged them to show "unanimous condemnation" of the recent Soviet threat. Earlier,
reports said that the rebels controlled the
roads along the Pakistan border and were attacking convoys moving on them.

'STAYINIffi VIHtTe Hou£\bUSA»P..:WT YoUR W CAMPAIGN; YOU SAIfc,,

*

*

HIGHER TRANSIT fares are predicted privately by board members of the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority, who believe that the
increase will be 10 to 25 cents and that there
will a fare increase on commuter railroads fo
20 to 50%, all within four months. Transit fares
in New Jersey and Connecticut are also expected to rise up to 50% at the same time.

Students Asked To Conserve
By Jean Leber
As part of the University's energy
conservation' program, students
have been asked to help fight rising
fuel costs by conserving energy.
These conservation measures include drawing drapes, turning off
lights, opening doors instead of windows for ventilation, and curtailing
hot water consumption.
The conservation program, headed by Mr. Hickson, Vice-President of
Business and Finance, and Mr.
Dunigan, Director of Energy
Management was started one and a
half years ago when the need to conserve energy became evident. Since
then, four major steps have been put
into action, the last one being an appeal to the students and faculty for
energy conservation and an awareness of the situation.
The first step of the program was
the installation last October of a
computer to automatically control
energy consumption in Bannow,
Canisius, the Nursing Building, the
Recreation Complex, the Campus
Center, Southeast, and Fareast. !t
has been estimated that the cnrr,-

puter will pay for itself through conservation in three years.
An energy consultant was also
hired six months ago to audit energy
consumption in all University and
Prep School buildings. The consultant reviewed the energy system
presently being used and gave the
University a list of potential energy
conservation measures.
The third step was an application
to the government for an energy
grant to modify Loyola and Gonzaga.
The windows of these two buildings
are the jalousie type which cause
much heat loss.
Accoridng to Mr. Hickson, the
mechanical aspects of the program
have been put into action and since
costs are going up, "convservation
is the only answer at this point." He
also stated the energy costs went up
twenty-five per cent from the previous year and although there is no
immediate threat, it is only natural
that in the long run rising costs will
filter to the students. Mr. Hickson
also said that students with energy
conservation ideas should R''br
them in w?»Jpty I0 Mr Dunigan or
himself.

The recent cold weather combined with Olympic fever, inspired these three students to take to the ice covered
pond for some winter recreation.
(Photo by Eileen Haggerty)

(
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Campus Notes
"JACQUE BREL"
COMES TO FAIRFIELD
"Jacque Brel" is indeed alive and
well and living in the Playhouse at
Fairfield University. "Jacque Brel"
opened last week bringing music and
merriment to all. The theatrical and
musical treat, which became a
smashing success in New York is being brought to life by five of Fairfield's most talented and experienced performers: Kathie Fitzpatrick,
Laurie Cheshire, Tony DeFillipis, Rick
Lawless, and Sal Candido. Tom Zingarelli is directing.
Audiences will agree with the critics and perhaps find other words of
praise, in the intimate cabaret atmosphere of the Playhouse.
"Jacque Brel" will be playing at
the Playhouse until Saturday at 8 PM.
General Admission is $3.00 and students and senior citizens are $2.00.
All seats are reserved and reservations must be paid for by 6 PM the
night of the performance. Call
255-5411, ext. 2204 for more information.
PRAYING IS LIVING WORKSHOP
"Praying is Living", a workshop on
prayer, will be conducted by the
Campus Ministry beginning Wednes-

day, February 27 through to April 16.
The workshop on prayer will focus
on the variety and richness of Prayer
forms in the Christian tradition and
how these forms enter and effect our
daily lives.
The workshop will be a series of
seminars beginning on Wednesday,
February 27 to April 16. For more information or to register, call the
Campus Ministry Office or Sr. Marie.
FAIRFIELD U. AND LADYCLIFF
COLLEGE GLEE CLUBS TO
PRESENT CONCERT
The Fairfield University Glee Club
will give a combined concert with the
Ladycliff College Glee Club from
Highland Falls, New York, in Gonzaga Auditorium at 4 PM on Sunday,
March 2. The public is invited free of
charge.
The Ladycliff College Women's
Glee Club is directd by Dorothy Davis
and has toured Europe frequently
winning prizes for excellence in musical competitions. This year the club
numbers thirty eight singers.
The 33 year old Fairfield University Glee Club is directed by Paul
LaMedica. The club numbers 42
singers this year and has already
sung in a music festival at West Point

UPCOMING EVENTS
Today, Friday, February 29: The Football Club and the Cheerleaders
present "MardiGras, '80" in the Campus Center Main Dining Room from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets are still on 6ate at $5.00 a person. Doors open at
8:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 1: FUSA presents a Comedy and Cartoon Festival in
the Oak Room from 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Movie: "American in Paris" in Gonzaga Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Admission $1.00.
Sunday, March 2: The Fairfield University Glee Club combined concert
with the Women's Chorale of Ladycliffe College. Concert will be held in
Gonzaga Auditorium at 4 p.m.
Monday, March 3: Members of the class of 1981 will register for choice
of courses within his/her major with the respective department chairman.
Tuesday, March 4: Members of the class of 1982 will register with
his/her respective department for courses in their major.
Wednesday, March 5: Members of the class of 1983 will register with
his/her respective department for courses in their major.
FUSA lecture and Arts presents "Jerry Rubin" in the Oak Room at
8:00 p.m.
Friday, March 7: Holiday—Ecumenical Day.
Monday, March 10 through Friday, March 14: Members of the class of
1981 will fill out core curriculum requirements in the Office of the
Registrar in Canisius 204 in the order assigned by their lottery numbers.
Thursday, March 13: "The Manager and the Mid-life Crisis" workshop in
the Oak Room beginning 9 a.m.

with Ladycliff, Molloy, and Villanova
colleges in November. The club has
also sung at home with the Women's
Chorale last semester and at St. Augustines's Parish in Seymour and at
Holy Family Parish in Fairfield.
The Ladycliff glee club will open
the concert followed by the Fairfield
club. The concert will conclude with
the combined clubs singing Faure's
Contique doe Jean Racine in English.
MANAGER'S WORKSHOP
ON MID-LIFE CRISIS
"The Manager and the Mid-Life
Crisis" will be the topic of a one-day
workshop to be offered March 13
through Fairfield University's Division of Continuing Education. Dr.
Raymond L. Forbes, corporate manager for human resources development at Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc.
will teach the course. Dr. Forbes is
also a licensed Marriage, Family,
and Child Counselor.
The workshop will concentrate on
the situation of the manager who is
going through the difficult stages of
"mid-life crisis". The workshop is
open to managers, their wives and
others who desire a better understanding of the "Mid-Life Crisis".
For information or to register call
the university at 255-5411, ext. 2687.
RENAISSANCE COLLOQUIM
The Renaissance Colloquim, a unique interdisciplinary learning experience will be conducted during the
spring semester of 1981. Fairfield
University students will have the opportunity to share three humanistic
approaches to the Renaissance given by Professors Eliasoph (Art History), Petry (History), and M. Regan
(Literature).
Here is an opportunity to gain an
awareness and insight into one of the
most enriching epochs of human culture. This is an innovative course of

study which explores the Renaissance through a series of lectures,
readings, films, group discussions,
field trips to concerts, theatrical
presentations, and art museums. All
students are encouraged to participate in the Renaissance Colloquim;
there are no specific prerequisites
other than a general interest and
desire to broaden your horizons by
joining us in this rewarding program.
The Renaissance Colloquim has
been designed to allow students
maximum flexibility in utilizing the
credits given towards degree requirements, especially in fulfilling the
Core requirements.
If you would like to know more
about the Renaissance Colloquim or
even if you would like to discuss it
with one of the professors, please
contact P. Eliasoph (ens. 23), W.
Petry (Cns. 35) or M. Regan (Cpn.
113).

NOVENA OF GRACE
Since 1633, it has been the practice in Jesuit Schools and Churches
to offer the Novean of St. Francis
Xavier—nine days of prayer seeking
Xavier's intercession for our needs.
It is an exercise in the Church's
teaching of the Communion of
Saints—the Church triumphant
(Francis Xavier) assisting the Church
Militant (us). The devotions this year
will be joined with the daily weekday
4:30 Mass in Loyola Chapel.
VOLUNTEERS WANTED
Volunteers are needed to work in a
Bridgeport shelter for runaway
youths aged 11 to 17. This is an excellent experience for students of human services or a good service project for a club or organization.
For more information, contact
Jude Carter at 374-9471 of the Council of Churches of the greater
Bridgeport area.

Dorm Damages Decrease

liiniiorl Crnm Dim-. 4
Continued
From Page 1
damage expenses in 1979 to
$1,068.52. Campion, however, made
the 1978 damage fee of $427.34
nearly double by raising to to
$801.78 in 1979. Concerning the
considerable changes in the new coed dorms, Ms. Rogge commented,
"We attribute it to the co-ed living
situation, where the males offer a
sense of security and the females offer a balance for immature

behavior."
The majority of damage that is
done to the dorms, either intentional
or accidental, is due to sports playing
in the corridors which often gets out
of control. According to Ms. Rogge,
"There is no need for students to be
playing sports in the hallway. The
Recreation Center offers an excellent opportunity for students to
relieve tension."

When asked about the current
trends of damage on campus as
compared to those of last year, Ms.
Rogge responded, "Damage is still
happening, but it is more subtle. The
students' behavior has changed." In
addition to the change in student
behavior, the Resident Advisors have
evidently been more helpful this year
in turning in names of those involved
in incidents of vandalism.

THE MIRROR NEEDS:
Writers
Ad Salesmen
Typists
Editors

Layout Staff
Bookkeepers
Circulation Workers
Photographers

IF YOU HAVE SOME FREE TIME
AND WANT TO GET INVOLVED,
THEN THE MIRROR IS FOR

YOU!
General Meeting • Mondays 7:30 P.M. • Canisius 305
NO EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY, JUST COME DOWN.
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Editorials
Athletic Task Force
Long Overdue
At present, a university task force is studing the athletic program here at Fairfield. We commend Father Kelley for his efforts
in organizing this task force as well as the member themselves. A
study of the athletic program in all its aspects is long ovverdue.
In addition to the change of the task force, we feel compelled
to add a few items.
The first is the Rec complex. Its future usage is one that is at
present uncertain. As its name states, the Rec complex is designed and billed as
a recreational facility. It should remain as one. It should not fall
into the hands of the various organized sport teams here at Fairfield. It would then be a.training facility. As often happens here, a
project with good intentions winds up to be something entirely different as time goes on. Therefore, we urge the members of the
task force, and Father Kelley to issue specific guidelines as to the
usage of this facility as well as the tennis courts in front of the
Gym.
Other considerations are also necessary. For example, the
sailing club recently lost its funding from the university due to its
lack of filing the necessary forms and lack of accountability. We
question whether this is the right course of action. Would it not be
better to turn the club over to more competent people rather than
scrap the whole club? We think so.
The task force should then also draw up guidelines to be'
followed in the events that this does occur again. It would insure
that the student body at large does not suffer because of the lack
of responsibility on the part of a few.
The task force is also seeking input from the student body. We
hope that students will seize the opportunity that is presented
here. It is a chance to shape the direction of the athletic program
here, rather than merely be a follower of past decisions. Rarely, if
ever, are students given such an opportunity to shape the university which surrounds them.
We urge the task force to look carefully at all aspects, of the
athletic situation. We are confident that the final report will be a
fair and accurate assessment of the present situation.

Letters
Casino Night Success
To the Editor,
On behalf of FUSA and myself, I would like to
thank all those who helped out with, and attended "Las Vegas Casino Night".
Due to the hard work of Creg (Dr. Mel) Mathis, Gene Devaney, Steve Chessare, the bartenders, waitresses and dealers and the help of

Mr. Fitzpatrick and Mr. Fassihi, FUSA was able
to raise $1144.33 for the United Way. This
amount, the largest sum ever raised at a Fairfield University fund raised, will be presented to
the United Way of Eastern Fairfield County.
Once again, I thank all workers and fans of
"Casino Night".

Legendary football coach Vince Lombardi
once said, "Winning isn't everything, it's the
only thing!" When it comes to my personal involvement in competition, I have been living by
these words since I was eight years old or so.
Unfortunately, when it comes to such challenges (i.e., whether it be a seventh grade spelling
bee or a pick-up basketball game) I have come
out on the losing end far more times than I have
been victorious. Hence, my disposition and
frame of mind after such encounters leaves a
lot to be desired.
However, after my latest failure this coming
at my hands of a basketball defeat. I began to
reassess Lombardi's cliche. While the statement emphasizes the importance of coming
out on top, it really does not define what winning is. Winning can mean having the higher
score or the better talent at answering trivia
questions, but I feel it means more than that.
As I have mentioned in a previous editorial. I
have a number of friends who suffer from multiple handicaps. They can't shoot a basketball in
from 15 feet or catch a flyball in center field,

Cheers to: To AED for once again providing a
great time in Snowball
hat's off to all
to
the Stags for making the ECAC playoffs
way
to go
Stagmania is on the comeback
to
the U.S. Olympic hockey team
now if we
could just figure out how to turn Afganistan into
one giant skating rink
to the few days of mild
weather last week, at least the heating bills
at the beach will less this month
to those
faculty members who feel that midterms are a
waste of time
students have known that for
ages though
to Dave Mason and the SEC
the next thing you know they'll be calling
this place the Bottom Line North
to the decrease in dorm damage last semester, especially in Regis
you see guys, there are better
things in life
to all those who have written
their congressman about the draft
there is
still some sense of civic duty left
to the upcoming "80 nights"
the shock still hasn't
set in on most yet
to the return of "happy
hours" at many of the local watering holes. .
that is one way to start a weekend,-, to the appearance of the teacher evaluation results.
a little confusing but much needed
to the
Stag-Her for opening after the first shuttle arrives in the morning
this way we get the
priviledge of standing in the Campus Center
lobby. . .

Sincerely,
Lynne Desmond '81

Making Of A Winner
By Ken Vaughn

Cheers

and some even can't understand basic schooltype questions. Yet, I know these people are
winners. Why? Because, despite their setbacks, they are able to live. Like me, they wake
up every morning and go to sleep every night.
They perform daily functions and are actually
making something out of their lives. Many of
them will not be able to ever live on their own,
but many of them were told by doctors that
they would not live at all. These kids have beat
the odds—they are winners.
Many of us hayejl.rr)uch better than these
kids do, and despite our advantages, I'm sure
we feel like losers many a time. After a disastrous test of a lost bet, many times we feel that
we can't do a damn thing right. But we so easily
forget what we have—the ability to walk, to
talk, to hear, to reason and think and countless
other advantages. These faculties are taken for
granted, and may be I have taken great lengths
to point out a ridiculously simple point. But we
(especially myself) should remember that we
are all winners, and should, try to think like
ones. Positive thinking leads to positive action;
negative thinking points to negative results. We
will all do better if we can think like winners.

Boos
Boos to: to those who missed Dave Mason
what are you waiting for, the Second
Coming?
to that security officer who parked
in the fire lane because there were no spaces
available in front of loyola
the walk from
Northwest would do you good
to the new
"after-hours" policy in the Stag-Her . . thats
one more thing shot to hell
to the prep boys
for abusing the Rec center, especially in the
locker rooms
it is supposed to last more
than the four years that you ate here
to the
prospective freshmen tour guides for saying
that "This is the school newspapers office but
they are going out of business" . . what do you
think this is, a doormat
get your act together . to those who don't write letters to the
editor of this paper . even with inflation we
still look forward to your two-cents worth
to
the flu epidemic raging through Fairfield
time to break out the Chloreseptic and salt . .
to those whose maturity level is still undiscernable . its really not apathy which plagues
this place, just stupidity . to the lack of ashtrays in the smoking section of the library .
at least give smokers some peace
to that faculty member who refuses to allow students
who late into his classroom
I suppose you
were never late for anything . what gives you
the right to deprive someone of a paid-for
education. .
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Opinion & Comment
Cocked Eye On The World
By Ed Dew
Waiting in line for a cup of coffee the other
day, Brissley Cacti breezed up to ask for a
chance to see me, to plan his courses for next
year. "I wanta be sure to get some good
profs," he added knowingly. Cocteau, just
ahead of me in the line, shuddered perceptibly
but said nothing until we were sitting down. I
waited with amusement-aforehand.
'"Some good profs,'" he laughed. "What the
hell else are there?"
"Whoops!" I started. "You know very well
what he means! He wants to be challenged,
entertained, educated! It's a noble sentiment,
you old coot. I wish more kids thought that way
when they were registering up for courses!"
"Dew," he oohed, like caustic syrup. "When
they hired us, they did so convinced that we
were the best on the market, right?"
I thought back to a fateful afternoon in
Father Coughlin's office in ought-sixty-seven.
"I'm not too sure," I said.
"Well, at least in their judgement at the time,
we wre the best people available."
"OK," I admitted. "But some of us haven't
lived up to expectations. You can't deny that!"
"Well, I've live up to my expectations," he
said softly. "And that's important! And I
suspect that I've more than met the expectations of my students and the administration.
But what I mean is that it takes more than a
good prof's good expectations to make a class
a good class."
"Are you saying that 'dead wood' is not dead
wood?"
"Precisely," he beamed. "A professor who
appears to have dried up and no longer pleases
his wards is not just a private sort of tragedy,
he's a bloomin' social problem!"
"Well, you better not blame him on me!" I
growled. "I mean, people are after all responsible for their actions, and if a prof can't
generate some excitement in his classroom, I
don't think you should blame the kids!"
"Bah!" he crunched his empty styrofoam

cup in his fist only to discover it wasn't completely empty. "The kids usually get out of
classes what they deserve," he noted, wiping
his hands and tie with his napkin. "They sign up
for a boring but guaranteed 'B' and they get it;
they sign up for an open-ended adventure in a
subject that truly intrigues them, investing real
seeking into the process, and — lo and
behold—they learn and learn
"
"Do you really think," I interrupted, "that the
so-called dead wood around here is
salvageable?"
"Sure," he said. "But it's the students alone
who can really salvage these folks. You know, I
am convinced that we were the best on the
market when we came here. If it doesn't show,
maybe it's because we're doing our blooming
somewhere else where it's appreciated, or just
pining away in our studies at home."
"But that is a tragedy," I insisted, "for them
and for the students!"
"Of course."
"What's to be done?"
"I don't know," he shrugged. We sat in
silence. Suddenly he perked up. "Somewhere
in India," he began, "there's a religious group
that believes that when you die, you're born
again as a tree. Certain kinds of trees out there
are especially holy. Every Spring these people
go to the oldest of these holy trees and they
chant prayers and sing and circumnambulate
around and around it. Then, before they head
out home, they each give it a kick. The end product of all that, as I get it, is to get the sap flowing again for another season. Moral of story:
Take courses that challenge your mind. Don't
hang back. If your prof sets off wild runners
that you can't follow, prune him back with
questions. If it gets less and less interesting,
say a few prayers. There must be something to
sing about!.Organize a study group to corner
him after class. If none of that works, kick
him!"
"Well," I exclaimed, my leaves all aquiver,
"I'll be a son of a gum!"

Why Should I Worry?
By Tim McDonald
Well, we finally have a new FUSA president.
This year's model is called Andy McGowan. He
is a handsome, young man who must be very
popular because he got so many votes! I guess
that means that you'll all follow what he suggests. All of his ideas were probably great! I
don't know, but I'll bet he promised things like,
more entertainment, more communication with
students, faculty, and administrators, new
creative ideas and, if he was really thinking, I'll
bet he mentioned words like, vandalism and
apathy. These two words have been bandied
about quite a bit the last couple of years. Problem is, though, nobody has found the way to
solve the yet, and, infact, they cannont be solved. No student president of a college in the
world is going to be able to address hiemself,
let alone solve, the underlying psychological
and sociological factors which make our uppermiddle class students want to rip apart the
places they live in. As for apathy, I am sick of
hearing the word. No one is going to be able to
make a person care or contribute if he or she
doesn't want to. Those who do, do and those
who don't, don't. The change required here,
comes from within, not from any FUSA president. I'll even wager further and suggest that
all the candidates running for office this year
promised pretty much the same thing. That's
just like what last years candidates promised
and the year before that. It is always the same
thing, more parties, more communication, new
evaluations. New and imporvoed FUSA government! It just sounds like so much packaging,
one homogenized product. Let's face it, the only really new, original idea in years on this campus was Jimmy Conally's DELI, for which you
can mostly thank Charlie Rose. Other than that,
FUSA usually comes out with the same old
thing. One other characteristic of FUSA
government that you can depend on is that the
president will always stock his cabinet with
friends of his.
That is such a terrible thing to do! I guess it
supposedly ruins an otherwise great government. You think the president is competent and
worthy of the job, and yet you will automatically
condemn the people he enlists for help
because they might be his friends. Well, think
about this. The reason the president might hire
his friends is becuase he probably knows what
they are capable of. I think it might be hard to
guesss the talents and abilities of somebody
you don't know. However, everyone always
confronts each new administration with this
charge. Is anything else possible?! Of course,
we could always immediately appoint the loser

the second most important position. After all,
he supposedly has some talent because he
was running for president too. Can you imagine
what it would be like working under a king and
a man who would be king? This could be a particularly pressing problem for Andy since he is
so popular. He can't appoint all those friends to
positions or someone will surely yell
'favoritism'. He appoints his friends because
they will work together smoothly. They know
each other. Contrary to the belief, this will not
cause an administrative ennui (what the hell
does Ennui mean?) but rather, an effective
cabinet which is able to interact with each
other. After all, they must be able to do this in
order to effeciently carry out the mandates of
their offices. They all have very important jobs
which directly influence out lives here at Fairdale in major ways!
What this all comes down to is this, FUSA,
and all student organizations in general, is not
all that important. No earth-shattering events
will be initiated by any government on campus.
Yes, they can make Irfe better if they try, but if
they fail, they are not losers, the purpose of college is to prepare you for late life (not, the real
world). If you fail here, you still have another
chance. After school, if you fail in the job
market, you may not get that second chance.
Therefore, anything you do here is practice and
preparation for what you do later. FUSA is no
different than WVOF, the MIRROR of any other
club. To attach some omnipotent quality to any
of these is to be only fooling yourself. As I said
before, those who want to contribute will, and
those who don't want to won't. The people who
might be the psychologists of tomorrow join he
Psychology club (sorry, I don't know the name),
those who want to be radio personalities join
WVPF, those who want to be journalists join the
MIRROR. These are training grounds for those
who are involved in them (as are classes). They
really have no big impact on anybody outside
the organization itself. Even those who aren't
involved in any organization on campus and
are, therefore, called apathetic, belong to
some club. It is called the I Don't Give a Damn
Club. So, as you can see, everybody really is involved, one way or another.
Andy McGowan, therefore, really doesn't
have anything to worry about. As long as he
gets out of it what he wants to get from it, both
he and FUSA will benefit. The same goes for
any club, from football to SOFINC. If he does
have some impact, then good for him. If not,
well 2700 students will, most certainly, will not
be laughing at him. Oh yes, the choice is
definetly his (and yours), but the result isn't
always.

Olympic Experience
By Ken Vaughn
Now that Lake Placid has returned to being a
chilly Catskill town of 3,100 people, a few comments should be made about the XIII Winter
Olympic Games.
To say they were a smashing success would
not be telling the truth, but to say that they failed to achieve their goals would also be a questionable statement. Perhaps the best way to
handle an evaluation of the recent games
would be to break down the reactions into two
catagories; those which pleased and those
which did not please. Under the appealing
moments of the Olympics would fall:
-the United States ice hockey team! Who would
have thought that a rag-tag college all-star
team would advance to medal status against
the likes of national all-star teams from
Czechoslovakia, Sweden and West Germany.
Hats off to Herb Brooks and his team for a
super effort.
-the Multi-Gold medal-performances of
Madison, Wisconsin native Eric Heiden.
Without the talented speed-skater, America
would have virtually nothiung to show for as far
as medals go. Without a doubt, he's the world's
best.
-excellent performances by women's speed
skater Leah-Poulos Mueller. A pair of silver
medals for the lady helped the U.S. gain
respectability as a country to be reckoned with
when it comes to speed skating,
-the successful ending to the story of Soviet
figure skater Irina Rodnina. She easily skated
to her third Olympic gold medal in pairs figure
skating along with her husband Alexsandr
Zaitsev, proving that an amateur can still win at
age 30.
-the credible job ABC did in presenting as many
of the events as possible and offering excellent
biographical sketches on some of the top competitors.
-watching Charles Tickner and David Santee
give fine performances in men's figure skating
for the United States. America does best in the

Olympics when it is on the ice!
There were, however, some moments that
were less satisfying.
-First and Foremost has to be the withdrawal of
Tai Babilonia and Randy Gardner from the
pairs figure skating competition. It easily came
as the biggest surprise of the games and cost
American viewers the chance to see possibly
the best pair in the world skating for a gold
medal.
-The judging of certain skating and jumping
competitions was irksome, to say the least.
Skaters Sheryl Franks and Michael Botticelli of
the U.S. must still be licking their wounds right
now after getting raked over the coals after
their final performance. Equally as upset must
be native Jeffrey Davis, who lost his record 91
foot ski jump when judges ruled that he had
jumped into a dangerous part of the course.
Can't win 'em all!
-The transportation, or lack of it, at Lake Placid
is well worth mentioning again because no one
will forget it. The souvenir many people brought
home from the Olympic Games was an acute
case of frostbite.
-Mark Johnson of the Olympic hockey team
received a well "undeserved" shove to the ice
by an aggravated Czechoslovakian player in
the U.S. 7-3 win that nearly left Johnson sidelined for the rest of the games. This wins the
"unsportsmanlike Play of the Games Award" in
my book.
The list just about balances out evenly. But,
there is no question that I found the XIII Winter,
Olympic Games enjoyable. While problems inside and outside the games exist, the rare
event that brings athletes together from around
the globe still exhibits the best performances in
their respective sports, whether they are judged so or not. It is an event I still feel that is
worth tuning into for two straight weeks. If the
world politics is not solved, I will truly miss the
competition and the glamour of the 1980 Summer Olympics — the event is really a
spectator's treat.

Administrator Or Student
By Kathleen Moynihan

campus by a student. It has let me view Fairfield University, my friends and fellow students,
As interviews for resident advisor positions and the administration in a more realistic light.
for the 1980-81 academic year begin, I look Lastly, the privileges of being an RA and being
back upon the process of selection with mixed considered a part of the 'administration' are
emotions. I think of the questions I had, and the not few in number.
Overall, my experience of being an RA has
choices that had to be made in making the
decision to apply. Did I want to have the label been a time when I have became closer to
"RA"? Did I want to risk exclusion from dif- many people on campus (the members of my
ferent activities and friendships simply floor and other RA's as a reason for example). I
because I no longer had the freedom to do have learned a lot about myself as well as this
what I want when I wanted? Most importantly, school and the people who administer it. I have
however, did I really want to be responsible for been privileged to experience some wonderful
an entire floor, and, at times, an entire, times that would not have been there without
the job as RA. The added responsibility acted
building?
I am sure that I did not have any answers, as a maturing process for me. I have grown as
and probably more questions, as the interviews a person both because of the good times and
began. All along, I said to myself that it really is the bad, and I heartily encourage everyone that
not my decision; my place was to do my best at is trying out for an RA spot, because it was a
presenting myself and my qualifications as wonderfully stimulating experience.
honestly as possible. It is a very difficult decision to make because "RA'"s are placed in the
very awkward position between student and
ALL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
administrator. An RA is both, as I have learned
AND OPINION PIECES MUST
through time and experience.
BE SUBMITTED SIGNED.
At times as an RA, I have felt like I was comNAME WILL BE WITHHELD BY
promising my status as a student. I have had to
REQUEST.
enforce rules against my fellow students,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
which many of them did not understand.
MUST BE SUBMITTED TYPED
Possibly the epitome of this situation is the first
BY DEADLINE.
time I had to write someone up'.
ONLY THE UNSIGNED PIECE
To say that being an RA is all bad or all good
WHICH APPEARS ON THE EDIis not giving the position its proper due, howTORIAL PAGE REPRESENTS
ever. It has let me reach -pbsiticD.of maturity
THE VIEWS OF THIS TABLOID.
and responsibility rarely realized on a college
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Baby You
Can Drive
My Car
By Colin Kelleher

Shuttle Driver Hank Banks

Getting To Know You
By Tricia Wakin
Many of you probably know him as
Hank the busdriver, but how many of
you even know his last name or
where he is from? Everyday students
meet with Hank and have depended
on him for transportation through the
roughest weather and the deepest of
potholes so we thought it would be
only fair for us to get to know a little
bit more about Hank.
His is Henry Banks and he was
born in Mount Vernon, New York. For
the last thirty eight years, however
he has lived in Bridgeport, Connecticut where he currently resides. Before coming to us, Hank first drove a
school bus in Trumbull, later on Hank
drove for the CR&L bus line in
Bridgeport for eighteen years. Then
lucky for us, Hank heard by chance

of the opening for our shuttle and
contacted Mr. Stevens, director of
Transportation Hank—we're glad
you got the job!!!
Some may think that driving the
students back and forth to the beach
could mean trouble, but not Hank. In
his opinion, "it's just great!" He enjoys his work very much, and as a
matter of fact, he's been a driver
(cars, buses and trucks) most of his
life. When I asked Hank if there was
any particular reason for his career
choice, he simply answered, "I just
enjoy the outdoor work—I don't like
working indoors." I'm sure we're all
gladd Hank chose this profession
and especially that he chose to come
to the aid of our own shuttle service.
Hank it was a pleasure getting to
know you!

MATH MAJORS
ACTUARIAL CAREERS WITH ISO
CHALLENGE YOUR ABILITIES
EXPAND YOUR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
WHO WE ARE
^Insurance Services Office — an expanding
(national organization providing the property/
^casualty insurance industry with actuarial,
'research, rating, statistical and other services.
WHAT WE DO
ISO establishes and administers rates, rules,
policy forms and classifications for hundreds
of companies involved in all phases of property
and casualty insurance.
YOUR ROLE
ISO actuaries review current insurance rates
by state and type of insurance with statistical
procedures, and other techniques to measure
current and expected economic, social, and
technological trends.,
THE ADDED CHALLENGE
You can achieve professional actuarial accreditation through successful completion of
tan examinations in subjects such as EDP,
economics, Insurance, probability and statistics, law, numerical analysis, operations
research and accounting.
HOW ISO HELPS
By rotating you through various areas of
responsibility; paying for necessary outside
courses; providing both study time and
tn-house training.
THE REWARDS
Exceptional in terms of income and professional standing. Ultimate salary is that of
highest paid professionals, and actuaries
frequently move into senior management.
as well.
THE QUALIFICATIONS
If you have a BS or MS in Mathematics^
with an outstanding academic record, and*
are committed to advancement in a pro-)
fessional business career — meet the chat-*
lenge — become an actuary — come to ISO. 2

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT DATE:
INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE
Employment Division
160 Water Street
New York, New York 10038

MARCH 6, 1980

I was surprised to learn recently
that if one was to buy automobile insurance it would be to his advantage
if he was a she. What I mean is, insurance companies consider women
drivers a safer insurance risk than
men.
This did not seem right to me, as a
he.
I could not see how any insurance
man could come to the conclusion
that a woman was a safer driver than
a man, unless he never drove behind
one. Whenever I would see a woman
brushing her hair, arguing with her
passenger and drying her nails out
the window of a car of which she is
allegedly the "operator," it would
make me wonder about the people to
whom I pay my premiums.
After careful consideration and a
little research, however, I was able
to accept the conclusion that a woman is a safer insurance risk, so long
as it was understood that being a
safe insurance risk does not make a
woman a better driver or even a
safer one.
Statistics show that women are involved in fewer accidents than men.
It could therefore be concluded that
women are better drivers than men.
But they are not. I do not want to
sound like a male chauvanist. There
are some things that women can do
as well as men. Driving is not one of
them.
The rules of driving and the rules
of being a woman are incompatible.
There are certain regulations and
procedures to be followed if one is to
be a good driver. There are no rules
or regulations to follow if one is a
woman. Therefore, whenever I see a
women stop in the middle of a highway because she has spotted a tag
sale, I can understand that she is being a woman. But by being a woman,
she is not being a good driver.
Why then is it safer to insure a
woman? It's simple, they are considered safer to insure because they
are predictable. Women are such
consistenly bad drivers that, once
one is spotted (an open mouth is a
dead give away, if you are close) the
other drivers know they can expect
anything and should proceed with
caution. An accident is thus averted.
An accident, obviously, is an unexpected, unplanned occurrence. Men
become involved in more accidents
because they expect each other to
drive correctly. Since men are human, they cannot alwasy perform
correctly. When one or more of them
does make an error, an accident occurs.
Women, on the other hand, are expected to cause accidents—especially in parking lots. But because
they are expected to cause accidents, people drive carefully around
them. When women do commit errors, the other drivers are prepared
and a collision is avoided.
It is the awareness of others that
women are bad drivers, and not the
driving skills of women that makes
them a good insurance risk. With this
in mind I can understand the reasoning of insurance companies and do
not mind when I, as a he, pay higher
insurance premiums.
Perhaps if men could learn to drive
poorly as women, the roads would be
a lot safer, and insurance would be a
lot cheaper.

Dailey's
Flower Shop
2151 Blac k Rock Tpke.
Next to the
Agnus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dailey

336-1895

Like It Is
By Frank Malinconico
Nothing scares me more than returning to campus after winter break.
It means I must fact the terrors
of
The Plague.
The Plague, known as the Flu in
medical circles, strikes without
notice turning happy, healthy scholars into wheezing, sneezing wrecks.
Once a student contracts the Plague,
he is abondoned by family and
friends as though he was afflicted
with small pox or scurvy.
No one really knows how the Plaque gets started. Some pathologists
have traced the virus to the veal
parmesan frequently served at dinner. Others say it is transmitted bysharing beer bottles at parties. Still
others say the disease is triggered
by exposure to rancid gym socks in
laundry heaps. Whatever the cause,
one thing is certain: Once the Plague
starts, the entire campus is declared
a disaster area. To make matters
worse, there is no apparent cure for
this killer. (Some have reported reasonable success by a visit to the Miracle Baths at Lourdes. Others have
set up intravenous doses of chicken
soup to clear congestion and
nausea.)
In any case the symptons of the
Plague are easy to recognize: It us-

ually begins with a light-headed feeling followed by disorientation and
listlessness. This, in turn is complicated by severe sneezing attacks
capable of hurling the germs between dorms. The inter-dorm infection quickly spreads to innocent students, who in turn transmit the Plague. The sneezing attacks are followed by a phenomenon of chills and
sweating often confused with malaria. In rare cases, students have
been known to slip into delerium
(which may be relieved by cold baths
in beer or bash.)
In the final stages, the entire campus suffers from sleepless nights
due to the explosive coughs echoing
in the quad. The Plague has now
complete control of the community:
Long term romances are ruined as
couples infect each other. Friends
cease talking to one another out of
fear of getting sick. Even professors
disappear for weeks at a time, emerging periodically as the Plague goes
into remission. Dazed, confused and
loaded with cough syrup, nasal
sprays and vapor rubs, the students
wage an endless war against the
Plague. Then, as soon as it begins,
the Plague disappears. The coughing
and sneezing ceases. It's spring.
Just in time for the hay fever season .

1. Name the doctor on Petticoat
Junction.
2. What was the name of Betty Jo's
husband and who played him?
3. What was the Bunny's name on
Captain Kangaroo?
4. What was the name of Johnny
Quests dog?
5. What was the occupation in the
show of Donna Reed's husband?
6. What is Jimmy Connolly's middle
name?
7. Name the two children on the
Addams Family?
8. What is Tontos real name?
9. What school did Archie go to?
10. Who was the gas station attendent on The Andy Griffith Show?
11. What was the butlers name on
Batman?
12. What was the commissioners
name on batman?
13. What was Babe Ruths real
name?

14. Who was Alice's boyfriend on
the Brady Bunch and what his
occupation?
15. What is the real name of Michael
Landon?
16. What is the motto of the boy
scouts?
17. Name the store owner of Magilla
Gorilla
18. On the Beverly Hillbillies, what is
Jethroe's last name?
19. What was the name of the house
in which Mrs. Muir (& the ghost)
resided?
20. What was the name of the person who played the music on
Romper Room?
21. What was the name of the
monkey on Speed Racer?
22. What was the name of Beaver
Cleavers teacher?
k
23. Who was the Galloping
Gourmet?
24. What was the name of Quick
Draw McGraws sidekick?
25. Who were the two stars of the
Donnie and Marie Show?

A career in law—
without law school.
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 3,000 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26

The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training"

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215)732-6600

operated by Paralegal. Inc.

Approved by the American Bar Association.
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Tax Tips

Ifs All Politics
By Diana Filiano
Now that I am a fullfledged student, I am constantly confronted by
fullfledged adults with the question,
"so what's your major and your
plans?" Although a genuine interest
exists most of the time usually an
underlying smirky smile accompanies a question—(a new student
who plans to help save the world). I
always felt that there lies a niche for
everyone, and I intended to find
mine. Well, I proceed to answer,
"Oh, I'm a politics major." This statement causes me to lose my nice kid
image with some people. Immediately they smirk; their imaginations view
me as a manipulative, guile, glory
seeking, aggressive perpetual
smiler! Their repsonses vary form:
"better you than me" to "corruption
will swallow you up" to "well good
luck kid, that's if we don't have
WWII I by then!"
We've all grown up with stereotypes especially that of "a
politician". Granted many have fit into the stereotypic role, but I've never
adopted this vision. However, these
comments made me think of my
ideas of a "politician" vs. those of
Webster's dictionary. I discovered
that neither Merriam nor Webster
could come to a solid conclusion.
POLITIC is defined as "shrewd, tactful." These connotations oppose
each other. Tactful has the good connotation of keeping good relations, I
like this. It implies one who will be an
honest peaceful spokesman. But,
shrewd is described as "wily, full of
trickery." Unfortunately, the general
public seems to agree with this one.
POLITICAL is defined as "concerned
with acts of government". Also
politics ranges from "science of

government", "influencing government policy" "competion for power"
to policitcal opinion." With these
variations it seems that all of us are,
and should be, concerned for society, therefore political to some extent.
Each opinion and action does count.
Diversity as well as majority opinion
should be heard. It is important that
we all believe that "our parts still
counts." If we were all in a stadium
with the lights out, there would be
total darkness. But if someone lit a
match, it could be seen. Most importantly though, if we all lit our individual matches the whole stadium
would be illuminated. We all then
should be "politicians" in that we
assert our ideals and beliefs and
carry "our match in society."
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The following tax tips for students
were prepared by the Internal
Revenue Service:
1. Always check to make sure you
have entered the correct Social
Security Number on your tax return. An incorrect number can
mean a long wait for your refund.
2. Make sure that the address on
your return is one to which your
mail will still be delivered when
your refund is due. If you move,
file a change of address with the
Post Office. Many refunds are delayed because people move after
filing their tax returns.
3. Keep all your pay stubs when
working. If you don't receive a
W-2 from an employer, a complete set of pay stubs may serve
as an adequate substitute. (But
check first with the IRS).
4. Keep a copy of your tax return.
You may need it later if, for example you apply for a grant or scholarship, and it will take 6 to 8
weeks to get a copy of your return
from the IRS.
5. If you are married, have a child or
children, maintain your own
household and earned less than
$10,000 in 1979 check into the
Earned Income Credit (EIC). It can
mean a larger refund if you
qualify. There is an EIC worksheet
in your tax instructions or you
may order Publication 596, "Tax
Benefit for Low-Income Individuals" free from the IRS.
6. If you had no tax liability in 1979,
expect to have no liability in 1980,
and don't want income tax withheld from your pay, enter "Exempt" on line 3 of the W-4 you file
with your employer and he or she
will not withhold income taxes.
. (Social Security, or FICA, will still

be withheld, however).
7. All tips are taxable. If you earn
tips where you work, keep a record of your tips. Tips of $20 or
more in one month must be reported to your employer each
month. For more information, ask
the IRS for free Publication 531
"Reporting your Tips for Federal
Tax Purposes "
TAX QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
The following Questions and
Answers for students were prepared
by the Internal Revenue Service.
1. Q. How much money can a student make before he or she has
to pay taxes?
A. Under the tax law, a stuent is
treated the same as any other
single person, and can earn up
to $3,300 (for 1979) before he
or she has to pay taxes. Social
Security (or FICA) is withheld on
any amount of income and is
not refundable.
2. Q. My parents are claiming me on
their tax return. Can I still claim
myself?
A. Yes. This is one area in which
students and their families receive a "break". Parents who
are supporting a student can
claim the student on their tax
return and the student can also
claim himself/herself.
3. Q. I had several jobs during the
year and I haven't received all
my W-2's. What should I do?
A. Employers have until January
31 to send you a W-2. If it is after that date and you still
haven't received your W-2, contact your employer. Many times
students have moved and the
employers doesn't have a current address. If you still don't
receive the W-2 within a rea-

She was married at 13.
She had four kids
by the time she was 20.
She's been hungry and poor.
She's been loved and cheated on.
She became a singer and a star
because it was the only way
she knew to survive.

sonable period of time, contact
the IRS.
4. Q.I receive a scholarship (or
fellowship) grant. Is it taxable?
A. If you receive a scholarship or
fellowship, you may exclude the
amount from your income, subject to certain limitations. The
money you receive must be
primarily for furthering your
education and cannot be compensation for past, present, or
furture services. Generally,
money received under a workstudy program is taxable, unless all students of the college
are required to participate in a
Work-Study Program. For more
specific information, ask the
IRS for free Publication 525
"Taxable Income and Non-Taxable Income".
5. Q. I'm a full-time student and my
spouse works. We pay a day
car center for watching our
child(ren) during the day. Can
we claim any credit for the
money we pay for child care?
A. Assuming that certain conditions are met, yes. If one
spouse works and the other is a
full-time student for at least five
calendar months during the tax
year, child care expenses that
allow the working spouse to be
employed will qualify as child
care expenses. For more information on the Child Care Credit,
ask the IRS for free Publication
503, "Child Care and Disabled
Dependent Care."
6. Q. What can I do to be sure my refund gets to me as soon as possible?
A. Filing your tax return as early
as possible during the filing
season may mean a wait of only
four to five weeks for your refund. Filing later in the season
may mean a longer waiL Using
the peel off label and the bar
coded envelope helps the IRS
work faster sending out refunds. Before mailing the return, be sure to check the calculations one more time. Errors
cause delays.
7. Q. I'm taking a course to help me
in my job. Are my tuition costs
deductible?
A. Generally you may deduct expenses for education that is required by your employer or necessary to maintain or improve
your present job or salary. You
may not deduct expenses incurred for education which is
required of you to meet the
minimum educational requirements in your trade or business, or for education which is
part of a program that will
qualify you in a new trade or
business.

People
Watching
By Tricia Reilly

C&aftftin&i'J
SISSY SPACER TOMMY LEE JONES
"COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER"
also starring BEVERLY DANGELO LEVON HELM Screenplay by TOM RICKMAN
1
Based on the Autobiography by LORETTA LYNN with GEORGE VECSEY
Executive Producer BOB LARSON Produced by BERNARD SCHWARTZ
Directed by MICHAEL APTED A BERNARD SCHWARTZ Production A UNIVERSAL PICTURE U
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED <

j Original Soundtrack Or MCA Records and Tapes, j j NimaWarnerBooEl C198U UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS. INC.. ALL KICHTS RESERVED

SO** MATCNU* U»V NOT K •UTAMf FOM CMDNEN

Opening March 7 at a theatre near you

I have a confession to make; I am
a people watcher. If you are just
beginning to master the art of people
watching I thought I'd give you a couple of hints.
There are two basic types of people watching. The first kind is general
allround viewing. This is the kind you
do when you stare out the window in
the Mezz and gaze at the people
walking back from class. The second
kind of people watching is more
specific and is generally called scoping. It is what you do at a basketball
game when you are not looking at the
game, but looking at the guys (or girls
as the case my be) walk in.
Have you ever watched people at
dinner? Everyone is a people watcher during dinner time., whether
scoping for the person that they met
at last night's party or just looking at
the general student body. The funny
thing about people watchers is that
they don't like to get caught practicing their act. If someone at dinner
catches you staring at someone and
asks what you are doing, you're sure
to reply, "oh nothing"' and pull
yourself into reality. When you finally
admit to someone mat you ao like lo
watch people coming into basketball
games, it is like revealing an 'ntir
secret.
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Cross Sections
QUESTION: The Results Of The Teacher
Evaluation Survey Taken Last Semester Will
Be Available This Week. What, In Your
Opinion Are The Qualities Of A Good
Teacher?

CLAUDIA TALLUCCI (81): "Consideration for other people's time, realizing
that their course is not the only one that
is being taken by the student. The
workload should be given considering
this. My biggest gripe is that there are a
lot of unnecessary outside readings that
don't get done anyway because there's
not enough time. There should be more
personal relationships between teacher
and student."

KEITH RICHARDSON (81): "He must
be interested in his students. He must
not just teach like he is talking to some
inanimate objects. Enthusiasm is clearly
a key. With out it he can't hold his student's interest; and if he doesn't interest
his students, he hasn't succeeded."

LINDA COLETTI (83): "Anyone who
makes their class interesting and involves the student and is willing to help
them and is strong in class participation.
Someone who is concerned about
teaching for the benefit of the student."

JOE HERMAN (80): "No papers No
tests, No jive!"

MARCYLAUR0(82): "A real interest in
the students and a real interest in the
subject and the desire to convey it to the
students."

DANIEL VALICENTI (81): Cooperation, sensitivity, understanding, all
those things. Certainly knowledge of the
material before anything."

DOROTHY SWEENEY (81): They
have to know their course material to be
really enthusiastic about it; to enjoy
what they are doing and to be openminded to the ideas of the students."
SUSAN FEENEY (81): "One that
makes their classes interesting enough
and appealing enough so it's not an effort to go to class."

HE?

MARYBETH SUTKOWSKI (81): "The
ability to transfer their enthusiasm for
their subject to the student. Also the
ability to give As."

ANNE LYNCH (83): "A good teacher
can clearly get his point across in class
and do it in a way to get his students interested in what he's teaching."

■■<&%:

mk
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MARK WHITEHEAD (83): Experience
and speaking ability. In a way, assigning
alot of work is good; I just don't like doing it. The teacher has to put as much
into it as the student. Even more
because that's their job."

s

^y

^fl

MICHAEL SULLIVAN (80): "A good
teacher is someone who is interested in
what they are teaching and who can
make it interesting for the students."

JOHN ISALAPATANIS (81): "A good
teacher stimulates his students to think
and not just give him back his notes on
the tests."

ED BAUCHIERO (80): "I can't really
say—I haven't been to class this semester so I'm a little rusty."

GINNY O'BRIEN (83): "The most important quality in a teacher is understanding, and a good teacher tries to get to
know
the
students .
personally."

EDUCATION & EXPERIENCE =
EMPLOYMENT

TAPE FACILITIES FOR REVIEW PURPOSES

As a college student or graduate you probably realize that a good education
alone may not be enough to get you a job. What most employers are seeking in
addition to academics is experience, and that's where CPI can help. In the
business world, CPI's 6 month computer programming course is the equivalent
of up to a full year's "on the job" experience. Experience that adds a very
marketable skill to invaluable education. Did you know that more than 80% of all
CPI programming graduates have some college background? And that 40%
have four year degrees. That's education & experience. Oh yes, of 232 "degreed"
programmers, 219 or 94.4% secured positions with outstanding area companies. Want more information? We have free data processing seminars every
Wednesday from 2:00-4:00 p.m., and Saturday from 10:00 a.m. —1:00 p.m. Or call:

CLASS FOR APRIL 19 LSAT EXAM
BEGINS 3/5—5:30 PM

COMPUTER PROCESSING INSTITUTE

t

Call Days Evenings

^SmSmAM 101 Whitney Avenue
KAPUIN New Haven, CT. 06511
Educational Center Ltd.

CLASS BEGINS

MARCH 3—5:30 PM
BRANCH AT 800 SILVER LANE, E. HTFD.

568-7927
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

830 Broad Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut
366-3846
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Arts & Entertainment
Jaques Brel Is Alive And Well In Fairfield
By Michael DellaFave
Magnifique! Jacques Brel is alive
and more vibrant than ever. His musical message is vivified under the
direction of Tom Zingarelli and an extremely talented cast. Not a play as
such, "Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well
and Living In Paris" is a unique theatrical experience.
The acting was simply superb. The
five member cast: Sal Candido, Laurie Chesire, Anthony DeFilippis,
Kathleen Fitzpatrick, and Rick Lawless, is strong and expressive. Each
brings their own magic to the stage
and together, they are striking. They
capture Brel in all his bawdy cynicism and ribatd humor. Their performance is as bold and exuberent
as the music they sing.
Sal Candido looms larger than life
when he takes command of the
stage. "Mathilde" and "Amsterdam"
are powerfull displays of his forceful
voice. The haunting "Next" in Act II
was very convincing. Rick Lawless'
performance was extremely expressive, eeking out the last drop of humor and emotion in every song. He is
a versatile actor, handling the angry
"Statue," saucy "Jackie," and the
pert "Funeral Tango" equally well.

Tony DeFilippis stylish and debonair,
is an extremely talented performer.
"The Bachelors Dance," "Alone,"
and "The Bull" were evidence of his
natural flair for the stage.
When they appeared as "The
Men," DeFillippis, Lawless, and Candido were smashing. "Girls and
Dogs," and "Middle Class" were
comical and energetic. They are a
complementing trio of enormous
talent.
And the lovely ladies. Laurie Chesire was most animated in her performance, bringing warmth and charm
to. the stage. "Timid Frieda" came
alive in her hands, and her supportive harmony was excellent. Kathy
Fitzpatrick's sterling voice was a resounding delight. "I Love," "Sons,"
and "Carousel," were sung by Kathy
with all th epoise of a professional.
When they appeared en group, the
company ws extraordinarily good.
There was a natural compatibility
among the actors. They seemed to
enjoy what they were doing and did it
well. The redeeming "If We Only
Have Love" brought a standing ovation from a responsive audience,
who recognized their originality and
vitality.

PATERSON'S
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE
•
•
•
•
•

When Your Typewriter Needs Repair We're
The Ones To Solve The Problem.
We Repair All Makes Of Typewriters
We Have A Complete Line Of Ribbons
We Also Stock Asst. SCM Cartridge Ribbons
Sales Service & Supply On Pocket Calculators
Student Discount To F.U. Students
1976 Post Road, Across From Devon's Donuts
255-2430

CONCERT SPECIALS
HEADQUARTERS

The Other Corner

wines & liquors

Call Chris

740 Fairfield Beach Rd, Fairfield, Ct.
Across From Nautilus

fllMI

Mlfff

(I to r) Rick Lawless, Tony DeFilippis, and Sal Candido are the men in "Jacques Brel Is Alive And Living In
Paris" to be presented this weekend at the Playhouse. Tickets are available through the Box Office.
(Photo by Patty Lanza)

The Club Corner
By Janine LaMedica
Climb the stairs to the second
floor of a rustic looking building in
University Square, Bridgeport, and
you will enter the world of Barnaby's.
You walk into a large room with
tables and chairs on one side, and a
bar that stretches almost the entire
length of the club on the otfier. Here
you can get a glass of beer for seventy-five cents, a glass of wine for
one dollar and fifty cents. The lighting is dim, except for the space
where every weekend, a rock and roll
band electrifies the air.
Last Saturday night, this band was
the exciting Simms Brothers Band,
who are taking some time to tour after the release of their first album,
The Simms Brothers Band. The band
stems from George Simms on vocals, guitars, and acoustic guitars.
Accompanying the Simms brothers,
are Budd Tunick on drums and timpani, Shimmy Mako on bass guitar,
David Spinner on vocals and congas,

Mickey Leonard on lead guitars, and
Robert Sabino on piano, mini-moog,
and organ.
The Simms Brothers, throughout
the first set, showed this Fairfield
county audience why they are now
the hottest band on today's music
scene. Such musical greats as Take
Me As I Am, All We Need Is Loving,
Must Say Now, This Time It's Over,
and It's Just The Way' She Moves,
from their first album psyched the
crowd for many new tunes featuring
the vocal talents of almost every
band member. I know many people
share my hopes that these new
tunes will become a new album in the
near future.
Since there is no such thing as a
perfect evening, my gripes would be
at the three dollar cover charge, and
the high noise level at the bar. I was
also unable to speak to their manager, because he is currently mixing
an album for The Inmates, another
rising rock and roll band.

Barnaby's is located on 280 Atlantic Street in University Square,
Bridgeport. This weekend, they feature rock-n-roll with Hot Head Slater.
For more information, contact Barnaby's at 334-6874.

West&
Wewaxation
After a rowdy, fun-filled night at
Mardi Gras, what could be better to
wind down with than a comedy film
festival? Well Fairfield, we're in luck!
On Saturday, March 1st, from 2 p.m.
until midnight, F.U.S.A. arts and lectures is sponsoring a comedy extravaganza featuring the Marx
Brothers, Bugs Bunny, Little
Rascals, and Monty Python in the
Oakroom of the Campus Center. Admission is free, so why not come and
enjoy a crazy comedy collage after a
marvelous Mardi Gras?

iquor Barrel

"MARDI GRA HEADQUARTERS"
INFLATION FIGHTERS

::

'

'

'

:.::>■ :

-

':■

I^ARRAGANSEff^pTcK
W/PLASTIC CONTAINER

Carling Black Label 4Qoz bottle
•ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

Only

69$ each
8.26 case

$

DELIVERIES DAILY—6 P.M.
Call 2591764
LIQUOR BARREL DEPOSIT CHARGES
SIZE

12
16
32
7

OZ.
OZ.
OZ.
0Z.

UNIT PRICE

BOTTLE-CARTON DEPOSIT

TOTAL CASE DEPOSIT

.05
.05
.05
.05

.06
.06
.06
.06

$1.26(24)
$1.26(24)
$ .66 (12)
$2.46 (48)

'We Will Accept ONLY CLEAN Bottles & Cans.

Dr. Nicholas Rinaldi, former Acting Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences and Professor of English gave a poetry reading in the
Oakroom last Wednesday, February 20. Dr. Rinaldi is a published author
and accomplished poet.
(Photo by Eileen Haggerty)
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Fairf ield's Fat Tuesday
By Kathy Schurawich
and Ulrike Busch
Mention Mardi Gras to the average person, and immediately images
of costumes, all night parties, and
parades are conjured up.
Traditionally, Mardi Gras is a carnival-like celebration held on Shrove
Tuesday, the day before the beginning of the Lenten fast. Originating as
a seasonal renewal festival, in England it was celebrated with balls
games between opposing villages
that usually turned into riots. Following the games were feasts of pancakes and much drinking. This tradition is carried on today in the weeklong festivities celebrated each year

in New Orleans.
The revelry and merry-making will
be brought to our campus this weekend when the Football Club presents
Mardi Gras, Fairfield style. Billed as
the party of the year, the fun will continue until one in the cafe to the
strains of Guy and Pip Gilette. Wondering how the Football Club became
involved in this, we talked to various
members of the club in our search
for President John Revay. "About
five years ago, the Football Club
sponsored in Irish Night in the gym,"
said one spokesman who prefers to
remain anonymous. "But due to the
excessive merriment of some of the
partiers, the school asked that there
would not be a repeat performance

the following year. So the name was
changed to Mardi Gras, and moved
to the cafe. It then became the prime
fund raiser," he continued. "In memory the players wore green shirts and
black arm bands," added another
source who was not sure who he
was. "Expectations are high, even
the Freshman who don't really know
what it's all about are eagerly anticipating it," he continued.
Helping to plan out all the details
are Ginny Mahoney, social director,
the club's business staff, and the
cheerleaders.
The main aim of Mardi Gras is for
everyone to have a great time, and
we're sure everyone will.

Snowball Swings
By Suzanne Begley
and Lisa Melillo
Yousa! Yousa! Yousa! It's Snowball time again! On February 22 from
9 to 1, Fairfield, under the fine direction of A.E.D., went "Eight to the
Bar" at the traditional midwinter
dance. This year Snowball got rolling
with a new twist-the unique sound of
High Times. Fairfield re-lived the
swing era with the rhythm and blues
style of the group.

Beginning with the rousing "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy," everyone
pickup on on the nostalgia of the forties. High Times performed renditions of Glen Miller's "Chattanooga
Choo Choo," and "In The Mood,"
along with sprinklings of modern
sounds such as tunes from Steely
Dan's Pretzel Logic, and Aja. No one
could sit down when the band started
swinging with "Mac The Knife."
Even some of the band members

Check It Out...
MOVIES: Community Theater I & II (Fairfield)
I—"Cruising" Al Pacino
II—"Last Married Couple in America" with George Segal and
Natalie Wood.
Community Theatre (Fairfield)— Bette Midler is "The Rose."
Fine Arts Theaters (Westport)
I—"Chapter II" —(Mason/Caan)—A light-hearted look at love
and marriage.
II—"Kramer Vs. Kramer"—(Hoffman/Streep)—A serious drama
about divorce and parenthood.
Ill—"All That Jazz"—(Scheider/Reinking)—The autobiography of
Bob Fosse.
Post Cinema (Westport)—Richard Geer is "The American Gigolo."
Gonzaga Auditorium—"An American In Paris," with Gene Kelly to
be shown March 1st. Admission is $1.00 to F.U. students, and
$1.50 to all others.
PLAYS: Fairfield University Playhouse; 'Jacques Brel is Alive and
Well and Living In Paris"—running 2/27 through 3/1. Tickets are
going fa^t, so call the box office now!
Long Wharf Theater (New Haven) "Mary Barnes" running through
3/23. "The Caretaker"—running through 4/20.
American Shakespeare Theatre— "Babes In Toyland"—running
3/14 through 3/17.
Hartman Theatre Company (Stamford)—"Private Lives"—opens
2/27.
Westport Community Theatre—"The Effect of Gamma Rays on
Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds"—March 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, & 29.

were spotted be-bopping on the
dance floor. Although this music was
new to Fairfield students, it didn't
take long to catch on. High Times
hails from the eastern shore line of
Connecticut, and the five members
enjoy playing the college and bar
scene. One member was quoted as
saying, "We're enjoying ourselves
as much as the dancers."
Also to be commended is the fact
that for the first time in Fairfield
history, there were no lines, thanks
to the smooth planning of A.E.D. No
one was stuck "outside" in the
snow. The festivities of the annual
winter event were enhanced by the
traditional B.Y.O.B atmosphere with
A.E.D. supplying the mixers. The
cafeteria was rockin' so loudly,
everyone wanted a piece of the action. For those of you that crashed,
"we" know who are, but we'll never
tell!

A Fairfield Co-Ed gets a "Lift" from the great music and great times at
Snowball!
(Photo by Tom Gavula)

Student Photo Exhibition
By Janine LaMedica
On display right now at the library
are photographs by students from
our own campus! The exhibition is
comprised of shots taken by students for the course on The History
and Techniques of Photography (FA
193) that was offered for the first

time in the fall of 1979. The purpose
of this course was to give the students an insight into the fundamental
processes of black and white
photography.
This fine band of camera bugs
were led by Jack Sal, artist and
teacher. He best explains the pur-

pose of the exhibition when he says,
"The photographs chosen for this
display are indicative of this diversity
and represent the best efforts of the
students in the trail blazing class."
The photographs will not be on display much longer, so take advantage
of this great exhibition now!

CLUBS'. Barnaby's — University Square, Bridgeport. ,2/29
through 3/1-Hot head Slater (Rock-n-roll!)
Tin Whistle Cafe—616 Post Road East, Westport. 2/29 through
3/1—Air Mail Special (Jazz, Original)
AT FAIRFIELD U: February 28—Dave Mason In Concert, F.U.
Gym at 8:00 p.m.
February 29—Mardi Gras, sponsored by the Football club, featuring Guy and Pip Gilette. Tickets are on sale now in the Campus
Center for $5.00 apiece.
March 1—Comedy Film Festival sponsored by F.U.S.A. arts and
lectures. It starts at 2 p.m. in the Oakroom, and admission is free.
March 16—Catholic Intercollegiate Women's Glee Club Association Competition at Sacred Heart University auditorium. Come and
cheer the F.U. Chorale on!

CASQUE
&KEG
±

Keg Beer At +
M

* DISCOUNT PRICES

(Photo by David C. Hoffman)

February Specials
CALVERTS GIN, Fifth ... .$480
SMIRNOFF VODKA, Fifth $575
SEAGRAMS 7, Quart

$

19

EXCLUSIVELY FOR FAIRFIELD STUDENTS

95

FRIDAY'S 2-6 P.M.
BOTTLE OF
DOMESTIC BEER

7

DEWERS, Fifth ....

*9

GALLO,5Liter

$

1872 Post Rd. E.
Westport

Free Delivery

WE WANT
YOUR BODY

329

Near Medi Mart
259-2526

70$

(F.U.I.D. MUST BE PRESENTED)

AL'S PLACE • 1795 POST ROAD
(Corner Mill Plain Road And Post Road)

Year Of
Change
By Janine LaMedica
On Wednesday, March 5 at 8:00
p.m. in the Oakroom, F.U.S.A. arts
and lectures will present Jerry Rubin
who will speak on "Twenty Years of
Change: Sixties activism and Seventies awareness."
Jerry Rubin was an early organizer
of the anti-war movement in the sixties, a co-founder of the Youth International Party, auto of "DO IT!," and
was a member of the Chicago seven
who were accused of starting riots at
the 1960 Democratic National Convention. Admission is $1.00.

I
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Classified
JOBS FOLLOWED BY CARD NO. CAN BE FOUND IN
COUNSELING CENTER CARD FILE. THESE CLASSIFIEDS
CAN BE UTILIZED BY ANYONE WISHING TO ADVERTISE
HELP WANTED, ROOMATES NEEDED, THINGS FOR SALE,
SERVICES PROVIDED, ETC. PLEASE WRITE TO BOX 1537 IN
ORDER TO PLACE AD.
THE SURFSIDE is looking for Barmaids, Bartenders, Doormen, Musicians. Call Mike Janco, 259-9091 or
255-9445
WAITRESS wanted to serve hors
d'ouerves during cocktail hours, 3-7
pm M-F at local Hotel, uniform pro-vided, $3.25 per hr. Card 223

STOCK boy for Southport store Card
261
PERSON to prepare evening meal for
family Westport M-Thrus 4 -7 Car
necess. $4 pr hr. Lite housekeeping
appreciated, Card 262
HELP in elementary math for grade
4-8 Card PT 263

BABYSIT and fix dinner & lite
housekeep. 3 days per week 3-8 pm
Car necess. Card 224
'

CLERICAL work for warehouse in
Bpt. noon-5 pm. Mon-Fri. Card PT
264

PERMANENT part time orderly for
Milford Hosp three days per wk. hrs,
7 am to 3 pm $3.98 per hr. card 226

SOMEONE who can write well to
work at home doing research Sal
Nego. Card PT 265

HEALTH center needs bilinqual student, Card 229

GOODWILL of Bpt needs help in
several areas, for info. Check Card
289 (min wage)

SECURITY guard Mid-8 am. Not full
week Possibility of training for conultant in Alcohol unit Card 230
WESTPORT YMCA has several volunteer positions and paid positions
(one for guitar instruction) for Details
Card 231
HOUSECLEANING one day per
week. Must have car Ffld Locat.
Card PT 274
NURSES aides for Convalescent
Home in Norwalk Card PT 275
PART time work for person majoring
in library science to work in Gov't
Dept Card PT 276
LIGHT typing, ans. phone cashier
Mon, Tues 8-5, Thurs 3-6, Fri 5-8 Sat
9-5 for Ffld. bus. Card. PT 277
PART time aid in nursery school M-F
1-5pm Card 260 (Sal nego)

SEVERAL jobs available at Stamford
Marriot Hotel. See couseling for
more information. Card 311
WORK on Saturday until end of
school then possibility of summer
work for food vending truck driver.
Card 312
WAITERS/WAITRESSES, exp. nee,
afternoon or eve hours flexible. Also
needs maintenance personnel. For
local country club. Card 314
DISPATCHER for serv men. 20 hrs
per wk. Thurs, Fri. eves all day Sat.
$3.12 per hr Card 251
MOTHERS helper for 4 afternoons
per wk. Must have car for at least 2
afternoons, Room-Board possibility
Card PT 270

LIVE-IN week of April 18-26 2 boys 9
& 11, no housekeeping, simple cooking Car avail for commute to school
Card PT 290
OPENINGS for swimming instructors
and life guards at Norwalk YMCA
Card PT 291
COMPANION for elderly lady on
weekends own room and bath no
work help with lite cooking. Card PT

292
RECEPTIONIST, switchboard oper.
no typing, $4.50 per hrs. hrs flex.

Card PT 293
HOUSEWORK one day per week pwn
transp. Sal nego. Card 294
ACCT student to do bookkeeping on
a pt basis Card PT 295
EXPERIENCED pict framing craftsman or will train pt or full time Card
PT296
WAITRESS and bartender needed for
May 17 wedding, 1 -6 pm Card PT 297
ONE or two men to work pt. to help
with furn delivery $3.50 per hr. 5 or 6
days pt. Card PT 298
TWO people for third shift weekends
at Service Station on Merritt Parkway
Card PT 299
PART time help for Research Co. In
Westport. Hrs, flex, typing useful
Familarity with computers a plus
Card PT 271
VOLUNTEERS to do cataloguing and
research possibly in conjunction with
history or art major Card PT 272

SECURITY officer and security
supervisor with drivers license,' car,
good verbal and writing skills T. W.
Thurs. 8:30-4:30 pm Card 278
TELEPHONE sales for Stamford
Sears Mon-Fri 5-9 pm Card 280
TEMPORARY job for two Sat in
Southport unpacking cartons $25 per
day Card 281
SALES rep with car. Good job for
women commission for selling advertising. Days, hrs flex, great earning
potential for pt work. Card 283
PART time help needed at Ed Mitchells in Westport Card 284
SNACK bar in Campus Center needs
help Tues & Thurs 11 am to 1 pm
:
Card 285
.
Of FICE work with mailing list for
publisher of small growing publication in health care eval. Some typing
Card 288
■
PART time telephone work for large
pharmacy supplier in STamford, Sal
Nego. Card 267
.
PART time cost acct. to work M-F 3-4
.hrs. flex, gd job for two or three jr.
actt. naajors, Sal. D.O.E. Card 269 •
PERMANENT p.t. job as cashier &
store help 3 to 6 or 9 pm Card PT 245
NIGHT guard, mid-8 am. Fri & Sat.
nites, Starting pay $4.10 up to $5.79,
Card PT 246
jf
BRIDGEPORT bank needs file clerk.
M-F 4-9 pm and Messenger License
necess. "M-F 4-9:30 pm Sal above
min wage Card 248
^_

Stags—Good Season!4!

BARBER SERVILLE
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893

KITCHEN help for Angus Rest. Hrs
flex, no exper. necess. $2.91 per hr.
Card 237
GENERAL fact work 7 am to 5:30 4
dayswk. $3Xy\_ per hr. Card _
STOCK boy pt. now FT during summer basic knowledge of boat equip a
plus. Card PT 300
LIGHT housekeeping and babysitting
5 days per week. 2pm-5pm. Fix dinner. Own tranps. Card PT 302
TELEPHONE proxy solicitations
weekdays from 4 pm to 8:30 pm in
Greenwich, $4 per hr. Card PT 301
HOSTESS for local rest. 10-15 hr per
week. Hrs, flex, min wage. Card PT
3_03
PART time warehouseman; clean,
lite manuf. $4 per hr. 10-20 hrs per
week. Good working environments,
Card 304
TEMPORARY
Card, 309

help with

moving,

WORKER with driver's license to
work for blueprint co. Occas
deliveries, Will train Card 310
SERVICES PROVIDED
TYPING done at home. Fee nego. Extensive typing exper. scholastic, bus
and pulbications Call Sue Aft 3 pm

weekdays 335-3409
PEOPLE needed to supervise clean
up amusement arcade in Westport.
$3.25 per hr. noon-5:30 and
weekends. Card 254
ROOM & BOARD
ROOM and board in exchange for
child care & housekeeping. Must
have driver's license. Pool, tennis,
sauna available. Card PT313.
PERMANENT infant care. Three days
per week. Days hrs flex. Poss room
and board Card 234
MOTHER'S helper, lite housework, 4
days per week ex. Car necessary
Card 236

An Illiterate's Guide To Shakespeare
By Larry Hughes
There is no denying that Shakespeare was a genuis; yet the uninformed often praise him for the
wrong reasons. Consider, for example the opening line of Hamlet—
"Who's there?" spoken by Bernardo
to Francisco. Th s line has been
praised (by the ignorant) for its simplicity, urgency, and questioning nature. The truth is, in the original version Bernardo's line "Who's there?"
is preceded by Francisco's line,
"Knock, knock"; there then follows a
low-brow vaudeville routine that
would embarrass Henny Youngman
which continues until the ghost of old
Hamlet appears telling them that
they're making enough noise to raise
the dead, and could they please keep
it down.
What, then, does the average man
really know about the Immortal Bard
other than the fact the he wrote
some plays and had a hairline that
receded all the way to the back of his
head? Probably not much. Hence
this brief but informative outline.
Shakespeare's Life
William Shakespeare was born onor-about April 23, 1564 in-or-about
the little hamlet of Stratford-on-orabout-Avon. His father, John Shakespeare, was a respected property
holder and the town drunk. His mother Mary Arden Shakespeare, sold
cosmetics door-to-door and soon became knows as the Stratford-onAvon Lady. A retiring, graceful,
petitewoman, Mary also refereed at
cockfights in her spare time.
Young William was a shy, studious
youth who spent most of his time
ringing the neighbors' doorbells and
then running away. In school he studied Latin, Greek, and Playwriting I &
II. He excelled at writing, but his
activities extended to writing nasty
things about the Lord Chancellor on
the bathroom wall, he was expelled.
In 1582, at the age of eighteen, he
married Anne Hathaway, a lady
wrestler eight years his senior. The
age difference did not bother Shakespeare, however; he was convinced
that if Anne sat very still and limited
her activities, they would be the
same age. Apparently Anne engaged

in some activities since within two
years they had three children. So
great was Shakespeare's love and
devotion to his family that one day he
stepped out to get a newspaper and
didn't return for twelve years. During
this time he travelled to London,
where, in 1594, he became a member of the Lord Chamberlain's Men, a
combination of actors and aluminum
siding salesmen. Here he was active
as a playwright, director, actor, and
hairdresser. He also sold refreshments during intermissions. His very
first play, Capons A-Dancin'g, was
considered an artistic success even
though it closed after the first act. Inspired by this, Shakespeare immediately gave up writing and instead
began a lucrative career begging on
street corners and selling pencils out
of a tin cup. This continued until 1599
when he helped found the Globe
Theatre (it had been reported lost a
year before and they'd been looking
for it ever since). He resumed writing
at this time, though he also began to
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go senile, and while his friends remained loyal to him none of them
would allow him near any sharp objects. Nevertheless, his plays and
sonnets earned him the epithet "Immortal Bard," a name he was forced
to relinquish in 1616, when he turned
up dead.
Shakespeare's Work
It was Hemmings and Condell who
first divided the plays of William
Shakespeare into three main categories—the Comedies, the Histories, and the Tragedies. After dividing
them their plan was to wrap them up
into three separate packages and
drop them down a well, but because
of a middle ear infection Hemmings
dropped them down at the printer's
by mistake and the result was the
First Folio, in 1623.
The comedies deal with one or
more pairs of vacuous lovers, and a
villian who tries to spoil their happiness, either by killing them or by
making off with their onion dip. Surprisingly, the comedies remain popu-

■lar today, even though no one has
laughed at-them for over two hundred years. Still, they have withstood
the test of time, boring audiences as
much today as they did in the Sixteenth Century. Usually a comedy
will have a happy ending, though occasionally an element of tragedy will
appear, as in Do It Till You Drop (one
of the lesser known plays) when, during a game of Blind Man's Bluff, Portia disappears down a mineshaft.
For the ten history plays Shakespeare turned to Hollinshed's Chronicles for historical accuracy, although he later admitted that he
made up almost everything and only
used the Chronicles as a doorstop.
He further admitted that he knew nothing about any War of the Roses.
(He had had a disagreement with his
gardener but that had been settled
peacefully when the gardener stepped on a rake, causing the handle to
fly up and break his nose. At the sight
of the poor wretch Shakespeare's
heart was so filled with compassion
that he fired the gardener on the
spot. This event was later to jnfluence Shakespeare's writing in no
way at all.) Most critics agree that
Shakespeare purposefully distored
history in an attempt to get in good
with the queen, who he thought
would cash checks for him on
weekends.
All of Shakespeare's tragedies are
examples of "De Casibus" literature—that is, they deal with the fall
of men from high places (except for
Coriolanus. which deals with the fall
of a man from a small stool): The fall
is inevitably due to some innate character flaw—pride, jealousy,, baldness, or the inability to imitate, barnyard animals. All the tragedie:s%id in
multiple deaths with the exception of
Hamlet, which ends in a pie light.
Shakespeare's Genius
In a sense, Shakespeare (or, "that
greasey vile sludge" as his- friend
Ben Johnson used to call him) is not
dead. From across the centuries he
calls us. Only we're never home
when he calls and he refuses to
leave a message. In any case it must
be costing him a fortune. He would
be wise to wait and take advantage
of the weekend rates.

But what does the Bard have to
say to a twentieth century audience?
Only this—that we should cross at
the green not in-between. Consider
the modernistic ambiguity found in
Hamlet—many feel it is a play about
a young man with an Oedipus complex; others feel that the play is tell. ing us, "Don't listen to ghosts, what
the hell do ghosts know?" Is it one interpretation, or the other, or what?
There are so many possible interpretations! And only one rest room!
Consider also the relevance of Macbeth (original title: Bonzo Goes to College) when, in Act III, scene II, Macbeth comes upon young Fleance hiding a whoopee cushion under the
throne. Surely no modern writer can
match the sheer dramatic power of
the scene in Romeo and Juliet where
Mercutio staples Tybalt's knees to
his forehead and then rolls him down
a hill; nor can anyone approach the
poetic beauty of the scene in Henry V
when the new king, Hal, tenderly and
lovingly orders his friend Falstaff to
be imprisoned, hanged, shot, and
then fined.
Besides being a great artist,
Shakespeare is a master of simple
entertainment. Just look at the popularity of his super-natural thriller A
Midsummer Night's Scream, or his
history of footwear entitled The Taming of the Shoe. (Remember too his
Sonnets—some addressed to "The
Young Man," others addressed to
"The Dark Lady," and especially
those addressed to "The People in
the Apartment Upstairs," in which
the poet's tortured soul cries out for
his neighbors to turn down the music
or to stop moving the furniture
around in the middle of the night.)
So Shakespeare is certainly worthy of study. In his plays we find, not
only ourselves, but also that pair of
socks we thoughi we'd lost. Alas, we
moderns lack the necessary interest
to engage in an in-depth study of the
Bard. Yet if this brief introduction has
piqued the reader's interest—if this
short essay has moved anyone to investigate Shakespeare and his works
further^-the author would be very
much surprised.
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ACROSS
1 Garland for the
head
7 Shoe or accent
13 Serf or thrall
15 Shower activity
16 T1ge (3 wds.)
18 Noshed
19 Trained down
20 Rater of m.p.g.
21 French movie
23 German steel center
24 Gardener, at times
25 Santa's reindeer,
e.g.
27 Peter and Hoses
28 Justifications for
being (2 wds.)
34 Guidonian note
35 Julie Christie film
36 Neighbor of Mich.
39 1895 automotive invention (2 wds.)
41 Computer language
44 Puccini opera
45 Not an imitation
(abbr.)
46 Trite
51 Goulash
52 Actress Mary
53 Jipijapa hats

■Si-Opposite of HSH
56 Champion (3 wds.)

22 Some tech. graduates, for short
59 Copes with
-2k Tint
60 Legendary
26 Subject
61 Dealer in the stock 27 U.S. or Lou
exchange
29 Dora Copperfield
62 Valuable violins,
Spenlow
for short
30 Baker and Beale
(abbr.)
Expected
DOWN
Pipe joint
1 Tuna variety
Gift for a man
2 Maritime
3 In
(without

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
17

being present)
American record
label
"
Til." 1932
song
Actress Oberon
Elizabeth
,
Irish novelist
Sally or Ayn
Wife of Saturn
Evangelical society
Sealed
Actress Samantha,
and family
Baseball stats
Suffix for two or
three
Hotel sign (abbr.)

Flowering shrub

41
42
43
*$•
47
48
49
50
53
54
57
»

In high dudgeon
Ocean plants
Understand, to some
General offices:
abbr.
Believed
Debt
Yellowish brown
Hank of baseball
Formicologist's
specimens
Close to: Scot.
Vanderbilt and
Carter
Endures
Colorless
Something to put
Mr. Byrnes
Hockey great
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Politics Of Today
Ronald Reagan: In Perspective
By Tom Callahan
If you think that being a frontrunner is easy, just ask Ronald Reagan. His campaign started in November showing substantial leads over
his two close challengers, John Connally and Senator Howard Baker,
both of whom have since faltered
badly. Mr. Reagan should be enjoying the benefits of the widening gap
between himself and the other candidates, but instead, George Bush has
emerged from the pack to become
Reagan's closest and most feared
competitor.
Mr. Reagan, under the guidance of
campaign chief John Sears, sought
to run in all 50 states at once while
staying above the rigors of day-today campaigning. The Reagan camp
parlayed this strategy into a disturbing, upset loss to George Bush in
Iowa. This loss has forced Mr. Reagan to abandon his "imperial candidacy" and personally campaign in
New Hampshire. He also agreed to
debate, reversing the decision he
made in Iowa that may have cost him
that state. This past Tuesday voters
in New Hampshire went to the polls
in the nation's first primary in what
promised to be a close race between
Reagan and Bush. The primary was
important for Reagan to win in order
to stop the momentum of Bush's
campaign.
Mr. Reagan's weakest suit is fore-

IT's DOWN THE HILL

*o* GOOD
SANDWICHES

Gold's
THE
DELICATESSEN
PEOPLE

873 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD

ign policy. He has tried to counter
this by saying that past Presidents
have called on him to represent the
country on foreign missions. This is
true but most of these trips have
been largely ceremonial and devoid
of any major policy decisions.
Reagan favors increased armament on the part of the United States
so we could, as he said recently in
New Hampshire, " . . once again be
in a position where the Soviet Union
would not dare lift a hand against the
United States."
In the battle against inflation Reagan would cut income taxes by 30%
over 3 years, restrain federal spending, and put a freeze on the hiring of
federal employees. Mr. Reagan favors a constitutional amendment to
limit federal spending and is against
imposing mandatory wage and price
controls.
Reagan would also remove "punitive taxes and regulations" from industry so they may become more
productive. Mr. Reagan feels that the
windfall profits tax on oil companies
would hurt U.S. oil production and
ultimately hurt the consumer.
The one issue that has dogged
Reagan throughout his candidacy is
his age. Regan is 69 years old now
and many people feel uncomfortable
supporting someone of that age for
the highest office in the country. This
factor has made Reagan vulnerable
precisely where George Bush is

strong, appealing to the young voter.
In a poll of students here at Fairfield
last week, 56% of all Republicans re-

Trivia Answers
DR. JANET CRAIG
STEVEN ELLIOT MIKE MINOR
BUNNY RABBIT
BANDIT
DOCTOR
GERARD
WEDNESDAY AND PUGSLEY
JAY SILVERHEELS
RIVERDALE HIGH
GOOBER
ALFRED
COMMISIONER GORDON
GEORGE HERMAN

SAM-.BUTLER
EUGENE OROWITZ
BE PREPARED
MR. PEABLES
BOWDENE
GULL COTTAGE
MR. MUSIC
CHIM CHIM
MISS LANDERS
GRAHAM KERR
BABA LOOEY
SONNY AND CHER

sponding supported Bush compared
to a mere 12% for Mr. Reagan.
In the early stages of Campaign
'80, the Republican Party has found
that Mr. Reagan is not invincible and
that there will be a long, hard fight for
delegates all the way to the convention in July. Mr. Reagan has learned
that he must actively campaign in
each primary state and to confront

both the issues and his challengers
in debates. What Mr. Reagan needs
most now is some momentum of his
own to offset the damaging effects of
his early strategy.
NEXT WEEK:
SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY
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w£&trty Amy & Navy Store
Check Out Our LARGE
Selection Of Boys And Girls Shoes
And Sneakers
All AMERICAN MADE
Westport Open Thursday till 8P.M.

-

Bridgeport Friday till 8P.M.

1439 POST RD EAST, WESTPORT
L'T/I 255-6066. Opp Westport Bowling Lanes

855 E. Main St.
Bridgeport
334-4345

LUIGI'S APIZZA
AND RESTAURANT
for real Italian food in Fairfield
Lasagna • Manicottt
Ravioli • Spaghetti
APIZZA • GRINDERS
• Eggplant • Veal Parmesian • Antipasto

COLD BEER and WINE
10% FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENT DISCOUNT

170 Post Rd.

Starting a sales career at Xerox
is an education unto itself.
Xerox sales teams don't just knock on doors.
They determine our clients' needs and work out
solutions. Xerox has a unique sales training pro-,
gram which gives our people the competitive
edge they need in a rapidly changing marketplace.
Xerox sales teams are a study in aggressive leadership. And they built a path for your advancement.
At Xerox, we know how to reward hard work.
Our sales teams advance quickly and enjoy their
success. And, of course, sales come easier when
you work for a leader. Our equipment is well
known for a high degree of dependability and our
clients know that. They also know that they get
what they want when they need it.

Graduate into a Xerox sales career. We're your
information center of the future.
Check with your college placement office for
campus interview dates and schedules. Then talk
to our campus representatives about careers that
can't be duplicated.

XEROX

Call 259-7816

Do You Need
Xerox Copies?
COPY COSTS AS LOW AS

5C
Xerographies
Xeroqraphio
Xefoqraphic*

1275 Post Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
203/255-4517
Housr: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30

Xerox is an affirmative action employer (male/female).

"In The Fairfield Brickwalk'
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Task Force On Athletics

Sports Editor's Note: The following
is the "charge" drawn up by Father
Aloysius Kelly regarding the newly
formed University Task Force on
Athletics.
Fr. Kelly prepared this to serve as a
basic guideline for areas that the committee could look into.
For story, see page 16.

The last comprehensive study of
athletic philosophy and programs at
Fairfield University was accomplished during the 1964-65 academic
year. As a result of that study the
University elected to upgrade its
(men's) basketball program to major
college level. Prior to that time the
University competed in a Division 2
tri-state league; 1965 was the first
year in which the University competed as a Division 1 major college
team. In the intervening 15 years
there have been many changes:
a. Our enrollment has grown from
1389 full-time undergraduate
students and 37 part-time students in
1965 to 2772 full-time undergraduates and 961 part-time students in
1979. During that period the number
of male students has decreased
somewhat while, with the advent of
coeducation in 1970, we have added
more than 1400 full-time undergraduate female students.
b. The 1964 study resulted in the
upgrading of a soccer club to varsity
status in the 1965 season, giving us a
total of 7 varsity spots. These sports
were basketball, baseball, track,
cross country, tennis, gold and soccer. In 1980 the University offers varsity competition in 10 sports—baseball, men's basketball, women's bas-

ketball, cross country, field hockey,
golf, ice hockey, soccer, men's tennis and women's tennis. In 1980 the
University also has 8 club sports,
partially financed by the University.
These sports are fencing, football,
lacrosse, rugby, sailing, skiing, softball and swimming. During the past
15 years one sport, track, was dropped from varsity level.
c. During the summer of 1971 the
present gymnasium was renovated.
A wall was removed and seating for
approximately 1500 additional fans
was provided. This move allowed us
to bring our basketball program back
to the campus.
d. In 1972 the Congress of the United States kpassed Title IX of the educational amendments, indicating
that no person in the Unites States
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefit of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educational
program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance. While there is
still significant debate about the legal
liability of the University to comply
with the regulations of Title IX, there
clearly is a moral obligation for an institution whose female undergraduates equal its male enrollment to provide comparable athletic opportunities for woman students.
e. In 1975 the University divided
its sports into four separate categories: (1) revenue producing varsity
sports, (2) non-revenue producing
varsity team sports, (3) non-revenue
producing varsity individual sports,
and (4) club sports.
f. In January of 1979 the University opened its recreational complex,

a large facility devoted to recreational activities and lifetime sports.
g. On the academic side, we have
become much more selective in our
admissions process, in 1965 we had
2.9 applicants for each spot in the
freshman class. The same ratio for
1979 was 5.2. The total number of
applicants has increased by 157%.
h. The future is more uncertain.
The number of high school students
graduating this June will be fewer
than last year. This trend will continue for the next 15 years. The decrease in numbers of high school
graduates must be viewed in terms
of our competitive position with other
schools. The ever increasing rate of
inflation is creating a widening gap
between our tuition and the tuition of
our largest competitor, the University of Connecticut.
i. As a result of financial pressures
and of our need to serve a greater
segment of society, a much higher
percentage of our student body now
falls into the part-time category and
is outside the traditional 17-22 year
old age groups. In 1965 2.7% of our
undergraduates fell into the category
of part-time, nontraditional students;
in 1978, 22% of our undergraduates
fell into this category. The role of an
athletic program for this group of undergraduate students has yet to be
defined.
j. Another significant change
which has occurred during this 15
year period is the growth of Prep
athletics and the limited facilities
available to the teams that both institutions are fielding. The College
Preparatory School presently fields
three interscholastic basketball
teams—freshman, junior varsity and
varsity. These teams compete with
two University teams, men's and women's varsity, for daily practice
space and game times. This constitutes a problem in a number of
sports, although the problem is more
acute with the basketball programs.
It is from the changes noted above
the necessary projections for the future that the need for this task force
springs.
A comprehensive review of athletics should be performed within the
context of the traditional Jesuit
philosophy of education, particularly
as it relates to the education if the
whole person. The following questions or sets of questions are meant
to serve as areas for consideration.
The list is not intended to limit the
scope of consideration but rather to
suggest areas where a review seems
needed.
1. Is the role of athletics at Fair-

i
Senior Forward Barry Gunderson at foul line. Gunderson leads Fairfield
in FG % (59%) and FT % (.804), and has been Stags high scorer in their
last five games.
(Photo by Colin Kelleher)
field University realistic in light of
our academic requirements and fiscal restraints?
2. Do the benefits students accrue
from our programs justify the expense? This question should reflect
the benefits received by the individual athlete and the student spectator.
3. Does the University benefit beyond the educational devlopment
and entertainment of its students
and the small group of fans? Is our
program competitive with schools
comparable to Fairfield with whom
we compete for students? Can it be
demonstrated that athletics is an efficient means of attracting qualified
students; how much of a factor is it in
this regard? Is the University justified
in scheduling our home contests at
neutral sites? Should the geographic
area of our regular competition be
limited to the northeast?
4. Should the University expend
35% of its operational athletic budget and 60% of its athletic grant-inaid budget on one sport? How does
the relationship of major sport to
minor sport reflect the University's

Failrfield 1Jniversiltv
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TWENTY-SIX (26) GAME STATS

Flip Williams, shown here scoring over lona's Glenn Vickers (10), led
Fairfield in scoring (16.8) and assists (106).
(Photo by Colin Kelleher)
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broad-base-commitment to excellence?
5. Are the needs of a widely diverse student body (full and part-time
undergraduates) met by our present
sports program?
6. Is the control of the NCAA,
ECAC, AIAW and the EAIAW establishing a standard for athletic competition which is consistent with Fairfield philosophy? Should the University establish standards which are
more restrictive than those standards established by present control
bodies? Should the University consider membership in alternative
associations?
7. What is the appropriate role of
booster clubs, alumni and friends of
the University in out athletic programs? What controls should exist to
insure violations of standards do not
occur? Could a strong "common"
booster club work to help support our
programs?
8. Is the present relationship with
the Preparatory School and the need
to share facilities workable? What
are the alternatives?

Basl tetball
RECORD:

11-15

Name (Career Points)

G

FG-FGA

FG%

FT-FTA

FT*

REBS-AVG

ASST

PTS-AVG

Flip Williams (1361)
Barry Gunderson (596)

26
26

186-343
135-232

.542
.582

64-115
79-99

557
798

115-4.4
128-4.9

106
47

436-16.B
349-13.4

Spencer Harrison (185)
Mike Palazzi (363)

22
26

72-178
74-171

.404
.433

41-59
35-50

695
700

40-1.8
108-4.2

22
6

185-8.4
18 -7.0

Pete DeBisschop (137)
Rich Broggini (201)

26
23

59-126
38-82

.468
.463

19-34
32-38

559
842

89-3,4
28-1.2

14
61

137-5.3
108-4.7

Ken Daniels (29)
Tom Macko (87)

24
23

24-76
28-55

.316
.509

26-36
9-19

722
474

25-1.0
64-2.8

54
6

74-3.1
64-2.8

Rich D'Antonio (74)
Robert Jackson (59)

22
25

12-30
20-65

.400
.308

32-44
19-31

727
613

19-0.9
73-2.9

16
8

56-2.5
59-2.4

Joe Nelson (133)
Mickey Herzing (21)

10
16

13-27
3-12

.481
.250

0-0
2-5

000
400

28-2.8
22-1.4

4
0

26-2.6
8-0.5

2

0-0

.000

0-0

000

0-0.0

o

0-0.0

Team Rebounds
Dead Ball Rebounds

81-3.1
54-2.1
344
349

1686-64.8
1767-68.0

Bob Biolsi (4)

Stag Totals
Opponents Totals

26
26

664-1397
688-1435

Game ~by-Game Results
102
53
12
57
84
59
* 57
* 69
" 51
" 65
86
44
101
56
57
72
55
55
69
52
70
62
52
66
67
53

Bridgeport
at Boston College
at Boston University
Connecticut
Stonehill
at Notre Dame
Rhode Island
St. Mary's (Calif
Baltimore
Drexel
Marist
at St. Peter's
Montclair State
at Manhattan
Holy Cross
at Yale
Southern Connecticut
St. Bonaventure
at Canisius
Towson State
Fordham
Seton Hall
at Army
Vermont
Hofstra
Iona

)

66
77
92
66
63
69
74
82
65
62
79
64
72
55
59
77
54
54
79
54
85
63
51
65
66
74

.475
.479

358-530
391-540

675
724

874-33.6
927-35.7

Top Scorer

Top Rebounder

Flip Williams, 25
Barry Gunderson, 12
Flip Williams, 21
Flip Williams, 15
Flip Williams, 23
Barry Gunderson, 17
Flip Williams, 20
Flip Williams, 22
Williams, Palazzi, 13
Gunderson, Harrison 14
Flip Williams, 26
Mike Palazzi, 15
Spencer Harrison, 18
Flip Williams, 23
Flip Williams, 14
Flip Williams, 28
Barry Gunderson, 20
Flip Williams, 18
Flip Williams, 26
Barry Gunderson, 12
Williams, D'Antonio , 12
Barry Gunderson, 21
Barry Gunderson, 15
Barry Gunderson, 25
Barry Gunderson, 23
Barry Gunderson, 15

Mike Palazzi, 9
Mike Palazzi, 4
Palazzi, Nelson, 6
Tom Macko, 5
Tom Macko, 9
Spencer Harrison , 5
Flip Williams, 5
Barry Gunderson, 6
Flip Williams, 6
Pete DeBisschop, 10
Williams, Gunderson, Palazzi, 6
Robert Jackson, 9
Barry Gunderson, 10
Robert Jackson, 9
Mike Palazzi, 9
Mike Palazzi, 7
Barry Gunderson, 10
Barry Gunderson, 5
Flip Williams, 8
Flip Williams, 13
Barry Gunderson, 7
Barry Gunderson, 10
Pete DeBisschop, 9
Tom Macko, 7
** Boys' Club Classic
Tom Macko, 9
Tom Macko, 7

*

Milwaukee Classic

/
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Hockey Squad
Stands 11-12
By John Chester
In winning two of three games this
week, Coach John McCarthy's Stag
skaters improved their season record to 11-12 overall and 10-8 in Div.
3 play and in so doing, assured themselves of at least a tie with "Barakat's basketeers" as the most successful sports team, record-wise, on
campus this winter.
FRAMINGHAM NIPS STAGS
IN OT, 6-5.
On Monday Feb. 18th, Fairfield
ventured north to Framingham,
Mass. and dropped a 6-5 decision in
OT to the homestanding Rams.
In a well-played, wide-open affair,
the two teams battled back and forth,
until Frank Lemieux's ten-foot wrist
shot from between the circles at 3:05
of the overtime session snapped the
5-5 deadlock. For Framingham, it
was their ninth win in twenty-one
decisions.
In whistling down only six minor
penalities (2 against FU), referees
Brian Sullivan and Tom Kelley did not
take the game away from the players
and this made for an extremely exciting game from a spectator's point of
view.
Ironically, one of the four minors
assessed to the Rams resulted in
Fairfield's first goal of the game.
Mike Sheetz lit the lamp for the Stags
at 14.22 of the period to knot the
game at 1. His tally neutralized an
early goal by Framingham's Jim Rinaldi, who had opened the scoring for
the Rams at 7:55 of the first. On
Sheetz's goal, Fairfield had the man
advantage, courtesy of an elbowing
infraction by Ram forward. P.J. Preskensis and it took the Stags just 14
seconds to cash in on the power
play.
Unfortunately, later in the period,
an old bugaboo of the Stags reared
its ugly head again in the waning
minutes of the session as Fairfield
was unable to prevent the opposition

from scoring. Framingham's Steve
Girouard scored at 17:32 to give the
Rams a 2-1 lead. Framingham held
onto the one goal margin after 1.
They outshot the Fairfield by the
count of 9-5.
The second period belonged to
Fairfield. Defensemen Marsh Richards and Jeff Lane banged in goals
within 5 minutes of each other to give
the Stags a 3-2 advantage after 40
minutes.
Framingham carried the play in
the early minutes of the period and
by the 3:44 mark, they had taken a
4-3 lead on goals by John Collins and
Preskensis. Johnny McCarthy got the
Stags even at 8:09 as he ended a
long personal goal scoring drought.
Fifty-five seconds later, Billy Pododski and Lemieux set up Mike Good's
12th goal of the season at 8:50.
Framingham led it 5-4 at this point
and it took a late goal by Bobby
Brown at 17:25 from Mike Dowd to
tie the game and send it into overtime. Fairfield outshot the Rams 7-3
in the third period but each of the
shots they got on the Fairfield cage
beat goaltender Billy Oakes. The two
teams split the season series with
each team winning one. Stags won
6-5 in Crusader Classic Consolation
game over Christmas break.
STAGS UPSET #1 SMU, 4-2.
Fairfield rallied from this heartbreaking defeat to come up with
what had to be their best effort of
the season to date on Wednesday
2-20-80 at the WOI against a powerful Southeastern Mass. University
six. The Corsairs of SMU entered the
contest with a 13-3-1 mark oh the
season and the #1 ranking among
div. 3 teams in New England but it
was not to be their night as the Stags
bet thiirrt soundly in every phase of
the game, winning, 4-2.
Ron McDonald's unassisted power play goal at 9:58 of period # gave
SMU an early 1-0 lead. The Stags'
John Kelly was sent off at 9:37 for

A. J. O'Brien prepares to take faceoff against S.M.U.'s Bob Fitzsimmons in 4-2 Stag victory.
(Photo by Jack Daubert)
crosschecking and it took the CorFairfield, with this win, also splits
fied by the 16-1.0 margin they had in
sairs just 21 seconds to tally with the
the season series with SMU as they
shots on goal.
man advantage. Oakes never had a
dropped a 5-3 decision to the North
The Stags, backed by Billy Oakes
chance on the right point slapshot
Arlington, Mass. based,club on the
stellar goaltending, continued to
which changed direction on the way
road eariler this season.
frustrate SMU in a scoreless second
in as it caromed off a Fairfield
Coach John McCarthy, when askperiod. Again Fairfield outshot SMU,
defender and into the net.
ed if the elimination from playoff
8-4.
The Stags countered with a power
consideration would mean any drasThe lead ballooned to 3-1 as Dickplay goal of their own at 15:17 as
tic changes in the team's remaining
ie Crowell and Johnny Fitzgerald
some superb passing work by Jeff
combined to set up Scheetz's segames. He had this to say, "No,
there is no reason for me to do any
cond goal of the game at 9:58 of the
Lane and Dickie Crowell resulted in
experimenting in the remaining
third period. Pete Mello's disputed
Mike Scheetz's first goal of the
games we have this season. I know
goal cut the Stags lead to 3-2 at the
game. Corsair forward Ken Soper
exactly where everyone stands."
13:35. From there on, Fairfield, dehad drawn a hooking minor at 14:02
spite nursing the one goal lead, carand it took the Stags just 1 minute
ried the play the rest of the way and it
SATURDAY RESULT:
and fifteen seconds to know things at
FAIRFIELD 5 LEHIGH 3
one.
was Paul Mayer's empty net goal at
RECORD 11-12
19:39 of the third period from Joe
This goal threw the momentum deDIV. 3 10-8
cidedly in favor of Fairfield as
Motherway that settled the issue..
Bobby Brown blasted the rebound of
a Mike Dowd drive past SMU netminder Pete McCabe at 16:40 to give
the Stags a 2-1 lead. There was no
further scoring in the period and the
Stags' dominance was also exempli-

Athlete Of
The Week

By Chris Byrd

NAUTILUS
HAPPY HOURS
MONDAYrTHURSDAY

7-10 P.M.

All sentimentalists had to be
touched by it. It was the "last hurrah", the stuff of Hollywood scripts.
Seniors Flip Williams, Barry Gunderson, and Tom Macko would against
lona Saturday wear the red and
white of Fairfield for the last time.
For most the script didn't have a happy ending. The Stags lost the war
74-53 but Tom Macko won a battle.
Having seen little action this year,
the Senior center started and put in a
stawart effort against the Gaels' AllAmerican center Jeff Ruland. He
scored 13 points and was 6 for 7
from the floor. In light of this fine
showing, he has been named Athlete
of the Week.
"I'm surprised. Naturally, I'm happy about it," were the words Macko
used in describing his feelings con-

perning the plaudit.
The center was asked if the fact
that it was his last home appearance
had any affect on his play. He replied, "It wasn't so much that but
that I was playing against Jeff Ruland." Macko views practicing against Mark Young as a key to his success against the Gaels' pivotman. He
commented, "For the past two
years, I have been playing against
Mark Young. His style is similar to
Ruland's." He added, "I was able to
neutralize his strength."
The Stag big man was'questioned
if this was one of his best games at
Fairfield. He answered, "I think offensively it was one of my best
games. I was happy that I could
shoot over Ruland without having it
blocked."
No Tommy, that wasn't in the
script.

FRIDAY AFTERNOONS

3-7 P.M.

■"JIM

75c Drinks
25c Drafts
1144 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

Senior Center Tom Macko lofts first shot of the game over lona's Alex
Middleton (42). Macko hit 6 of 7 shots for 13 points, while "holding" AilAmerican Jeff Ruland to 16 points, well below his average.
(Photo by Colin Kelleher)
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lona Downs Play-Off Bound Stags, 74-53
By Patrick Reap
After assuring themseive of an
ECAC playoff berth, the Stags were
toppled by .national powerhouse
lona, 74-53. Pending Tuesday night's
playoff game against St. Peters
(18-7)," the winner advanced to the
semifinal round of the tourney, held
last night at St. John's University.
A sellout crowd of 3,284 in the
gym Saturday night, caught a glimpse of of the country's best basketball
teams, the lona Gaels, lona was
coming off a 77-60 smashing of #2
ranked Lousiville, and seemed flat at
times. However, they took complete
control in the last ten minutes, outscoring the pesky Stags 32-17.
The first" half saw Fairfield go to
their two offensive threats: the
shooting marksmanship of Barry
Gunderson and the short driving
jumpers of Flip Williams. However,
awesome outside shooting by lona
(56%) and an 18-10 rebounding edge
gave lona a 31-24 advantage.
The Gaels appeared to pull away
for good early in the second half,
with All-American Jeff Ruland scoring six points and a three point play
by Glenn Vickers giving lona a 42-30
lead.
The Stags rallied back with buckets by Gunderson, freshman Pete
DeBisschop and a steal-layup by
guard Kenny Daniels.
The lead was cut to 42-36, and another Daniels steal gave Fairfield the
chance to clip the lead to four.
However, Fairfield could get no

closer, and led by Alex Middleton,
lona ran off a 14-5 spurt that put the
game out of reach, at 56-41.
In the final three minutes, lona
gave the Stags a clinic in free throw
shooting, sinking 14 of 17 shots,
while Fairfield desperately tried to
get back in the game.
lona head coach Jim Valvano commented on this tactic later, saying, "I
wish Fairfield was more like Louisville and Kansas in the last couple
minutes, They kep trapping and fouling us all the waY till the end."
Head coach Fred Barakat echoed
these sentiments, stating, "We made
a decision to foul them at the end.
It's no different if you lose by eight or
if you lose by 20. It's still a loss. We
fought our guts out till the end."
Valvano seemed impressed with
the Stags hustle, commenting, "I
have nothing but praise and credit
for them. It's never easy to come to
Fairfield and win by 20."
The inside-outside combination of
lona shows Jeff Ruland and guard
Kevin Hamilton scoring 16 points
each, with Middleton adding 14
points and a dozen rebounds.
Gunderson was the Stags high
scorer for the fifth straight game,
with fifteen points. Flip Williams and
Tom Macko scored thirteen points
each, and Macko led Fairfield with
seven rebounds. Williams added
three steals, and a game-high'four
blocked shots.
The playoff game against Str
Peters matches the Stags against

the #1 ranked defensive team in the
country. The Peacocks hold their opponents to no more than 50 points a
game, and knocked off Fairfield
64-44 back on January 12th.
"The last time we played them,
they caught us when we were really
down," said Barakat. "I hope we
have a different mental outlook this
time."
In that 20 point loss, St. Peters
held Williams and Gunderson to eight
and seven points respectively.
Barakat commented on St. Peters
talent, explaining, "They still might
be a better team than us, but if we
have a good night anything can happen."
STAG NOTES-The Stags 11-15
regular season mark is the worst
since the 70-71 season (Barakat's
first year at Fairfield) when they were
9-15
The winner of Tuesday's
game played the winner of the Fordham-Wagner contest
The eight
teams and their ranking in the tourney are:
1. lona
2. St. Peters
3. Wagner
4. Siena
5. Long Island University
6. Fdrdham
7. Fairfield
8. Fairleigh Dickinson
The final of the tourney will be
Saturday afternoon, with the winner
advancing to the NCAA tournament.

MIRROR
Flip Williams scores between three lona Gaels, Kevin Hamilton (19),
Glenn Vickers (10) and Alex Middleton (42). in Flip's last home game, he
scored 13 points and blocked four lona shots. (Photo by Colin Kelleher)

SPORTS
JO

Task Force On Athletics Formed
By Patrick Reap
For the first time in fifteen years,
a University Task Force on Athletics
has been formed. Under the chairmanship of Dr. Vincent J. Rosivach,
the committee will reevaluate the
goals and priorities of the Fairfield
athletic department.
Students, faculty and administrators comprise the ten member committee, including:
Dr. Vincent J. Risivach
Professor of Classics
Dr. James Buss
Assistant Professor of Economics
Dr. Kurt Schlichting
Assistant Professor of Sociology
Mr. Kenneth Donovan
Class of 1980
Miss Maureen Lee
Class of 1980
Mr. William Carroll
Chairman,
Stratford Board of Education
Attorney Robert J. Brennan, Jr.
Class of 1965
Mr. Gerald E. Malafronte
Class of 1956

Mrs. Ellen Hartigan
Assistant Director of Admissions
Mrs. Anne Marie Samway
Associate Dean for
University Activities.
Since the last study of the athletic
program, the school's enrollment
has doubled, Fairfield has gone
coed, there are now ten varsity
sports and the Rec. complex has
opened. Thus, a thorough evaluation
seems long overdue.
President Aloysius Kelly formed
the committee, and they will make
their suggestions directly to him.
April 30th has been set as the date
for committee's report, although Dr.
Rosivach is not sure a comprehensive study could be made by then.
"I don't know how realistic that
date is," the chairman commented.
"You can only go so far in three months. The report wouldn't be as detailed as it could be, we'd be dealing
more with general principles."
There has been speculation that
the committee will zero in on the
basketball program, but Rosivach
refutes this.

"I don't think we could afford to
spend too much time on any one
sport," said Rosivach. "We certainly
won't ignore basketball, but I don't
think we'll dwell on it."
The committee's first meeting was
held February 14th, and then met
again last Wednesday. In that first
meeting, all members are sworn to
confidentiality.
Dr. Rosivach was quick to point
out that at some point the committee
would have an "open hearing", allowing students to privately go before the committee to make a statement.
"We want to be open to all points
of view," he explained.
He also commented on the committee's final report, stating "Our
report will simply be suggestions that
Fr. Kelley can accept or regret. I
think if we do our job properly our report will carry considerable weight."
Rosivach also pointed out that the
Task Force is the first major study
group that Fr. Kelly has put together,
and warned, "If he ignores our report, he might not get cooperation
later."

Lady Stag
Hoop Woes Mount
By Richard Pratt
The Fairfield University Women's
basketball team, coached by Dianne
Nolan, dropped a pair of encounters
last week and saw their record slip to
9-16.
The Lady Stag team, crippled by
the flu, traveled to Wagner last Wednesday only to come away with a
74-54 defeat. With starters Ellen
Perry and Teale Stevens out with the
flu, the Lady Stags stood little
chance of mounting a winning effort.
Heidi Knechtle managed a fine effort for Fairfield, throwing in 14

points. Johnna Warner and Donna
Margine (despite seeing limited action) added 12 tallies each for the
Lady Stags.
Last Saturday Fairfield traveled to
New Haven and played, according to
coach Nolan, their "worst game of
the season" in an 83-72 setback.
Heidi Knechtle again led Fairfield
with 15 points while flashy frosh forward Loretta Goerke added 14. Teale
Stevens and Donna Margine chipped
in with 13 each for the Lady Stags.
"We havee lost our intensity of
late and have thus been executing
poorly," said coach Nolan. "The

Hofstra loss (a 63-62 heartbreaker)
seems to be the cause of our letdown at this stage of the season."
Despite the team's recent problems, coach Nolan still cites the fine
individual play of some Lady Stags.
"Heidi Knechtle has been piayiny
very well of late and Donna Margine
and Ellen Perry have continued their
consistent efforts," commented Nolan. "I'm pleased with their performances."
The Lady Stags ended their season Tuesday night at Central Connecticut State College.

Donna Margine fires outside shot in recent Lady Stag action. The play of
Margine, Heide Knechtle and Ellen Perr has continued to impress Coach
Dianne Nolan.
(Photo by Colin Kelleher)

